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FOREWORD( e..

Improving Vo(:04.iona l Education Programs in PredominatelY4lblack'olleges
.and Universities" was thetitLe of a national workshop held September 9-,12,
1980. The Nation4.Center for Research in.VbcatiOnal Education of The -Ohio
State Universit'y shadthe opportunity to'sponsor this conference in coopera-
'talon and coordination with,the U.S, Department of Educatioh, Bureau of
Occupationa,1 and Ad'ult Education and selected Black colleges'and universi-
ties,from arqund 'the cprintry. 0

At this, conferenceemphasis was given td the priorities of fUnding,
'grantsmanship, personnel development, dissemination of inform'ation,.recrilft-,
-ment, retention, communication, counseling, and institutionaldProle and scope.

- The workshop was characterized by a series of major presentations f,roin key
leaders in education from around the country. Opportunity was provided for
small group. discussions and ample personal and professional interaction,as
well as idea exchange among the participants.: Some impovant outcomes of
this conference gre (1) the formation of an inform,:l'alliance between ,

.Black colleges and universities and the NertionaI Center, (2) a consensus'

that the National Center would write a praposalton the behalf of the Black
colleges and universities, and (3) an exchange .of information on matching
resources needed with resouree
j

.4

:Special recognition' is due Dr. Ferman Moody for directing the conference.
An expression of appreciation is also in order for Nati*ial Centet,Staff

1.1
members, Dr. Dessie Page and Dr. Aubrey Long, for theirassistance in conduct-
ingthe'conference, and to t,ormer National Centr.saff member, Dr. Marion T.
Johnsun, for her work in planning the conference. We also express our appre--

ciation to tthe U.S. 1:34partment of Education, Office ofVocational and Adult

r 'Education, id to the major- presenters for giving of their time and energy -

to-make this conferwce'a success. Special deyt giltitilde is due to

Rosearin Pavlick and Barbara Chefry for thed-alitatance with conference reg-
istration arr'angements andlor the typing of :these proceedings. Editing of

these conference proteedings was provided by Brenda Sesslq of the National
Center editdrial staff. A

i

This repdrt.is being diseeminatep with' the expectation that the contents
of the major presentationa 4.14 serve as A source Of reference to adminis-
trators who.have:a. responsibility for improving vOcationalvducation in,Black

'colleges and university es.

4r v

,Robert E., Tayfor

Executive -Di`

The National Center for Resq.arch:in
Vocational Education

The Ohio State University
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INTRODUCTION

The national workshop, "Improving Vocational Education in Predominately. ,

Black Colleges and Universities," was one of the major activities resulting
from a project funded'by the U.S. Department of Education, Bureau of Acupa-
tional and'Adult Education to respond to C need fsr and commitment to
strengthening vocational education programs in traditionally Black two- and
four-year idstiEutions throughout the Unite States. The conference, held
September 9-12, 1980 at the_Nation<A__Cent,er for-ReseaTch-lnVocational Educa-.
tion, The Ohid State University in Columbus, Ohio, was designed to share this
information withjtndividuals involved in this endeavor.

(

L.

Workshop Goal

The goal of this workshops was to share information and observationS,with
representatives of predominately Slack colleges and universities for the,
iffiprovem'ent of vocational- education- delivery systems within those institu-
tions. .

Workshop Participants

4
. The workshop, was deSi ned for individuals and groups who are involved

in the improvement Of.voca Tonal education in predominately-Black colleges
and universities. These i dividuals and groups included the following:

Deans/Department ads
V

Teacher Educators
o- Vocational' Teachers and Administrators

Federal, Stare, and Local Vocational :Leaders

Ns\Researchers and Agency Representatives,_
,4

v.

Workshop participants were encouraged to become t,otally inyolved in workshop
activities 'as a means'of facilitating appropriate feedback, and practical
applications.

Workshop Objectives

The objectives of all workshop were as follows:

To discuss relevant information and techniques on Ole
topics of funding, grantsmanship', and research

To share informion on 'a competeny-based approach to
staff development

V
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To identify strategies that predominately Black colleges
and universities'can -use in securing and 'disseminating

information

To improve public images yin vocational/technicai program
delivery systems in Black colleges and universities

'44

I

t
)

To highlight issues and answers ig the recruitment; adinis'sion§,
and retention of staff and sttidents

TO-suggest rimes of predominately Black'colleges and uniyer-
. sities in the delivery of vocational education programs

and services

To improve working relationships among partic.ipants and
other relevant

Jr
individuals, agencies, and institutions

%, To develop action plans for the continued involvement gf
,Slack colleges and universities with the-National Center
in program /improvement strategies

'a°
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A

IMPROVING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
IN BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

,

'KEYNOTE ADDRESS
by

Dr:. Dan Taylor

Assistant Secretary
Office of Voc4-ional pndAdult Education

9

It is a great pleasure Eo be.with yoh this evening and to participate
with you in the natibnal workshop to improve vocationalduc'ation in Black
colleges and'universities.:,..I know thpt Robert Taylor.; Ferman, Moody,. your

7 college representatives,'Laurabeth Hicks, BillYoungoand all of your pre-
senters haVe worked hard to make this an outstanding workshop in every way.
This workshop is one example of the dghtipuing efforts of the',U4. Yepart-'
ment of EducatiOn and the rest of:the Administration to strengthen histori-
cally Black colleges and univtfsittes. The.entire nation owes a debt of
gratitude to these institutions, since they are the ones that held qpen the
gates_of,learnsing for countless young people when many-schools were closed
to them. These 4,re the colleges ehatisdnt theic graduates'into the courtrooms
and the lunch counters of the nation to demand 4q'ualiy. .These are the colleges
and universities that have provided-and continue to provide this country with
the nucleus of its Black leadership and continue to foster-that most=pretious
of commodities:, equal opportunity.*

I

I have no.t named names, but if one looks at"the Black leadership in
America today., iq business, government, the professions, and p'foreh, one
will find the graduates of.gthese institutions. '__

.
.

President Carter has pertaps stated it best when he said, The impor-'
tance of historic.ally Black colleges and universities, not only to students,
but also to this nation's social, economic, and educational life, cannot be
overestimated."'

.

,

I, too, commend yo(1 for the work you have done and for th84work you
continue to do. Your presence ere at the National Center'for this important
workshop says to me that you co Lnue to be fully,vmmitted to achieving

a

'excellence, access, and equity in all aspects of education, including voca-
tiodel education for Ihe studedts you serve. As yout know, Secretary Hufstedler
shares your commitment to achieving these goals, not only in vocational educa-
tion, but'also.in all of education. I, too, am dedicated to excellence,
access,-and equity in education and because of this 'dedication I come Kefore
you tonight. both concerned and hopeful for the future of Black youth in voca-

.
tiOnial education.

-1

I would Pike 0 take a, few minutes to share with you my concerns an
reasons for hopefulness. I am primarihy concerned about the limited parXici-
pation of Black youth and.adults in vocational educatio . As someof you
are aware,\the U.S. Ofice of Civil Rights recently"com leted a national
survey of oVer 10,000 schoolsthat offer vocational,e ation to secondary,

2
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postsecondary, and adult studspts. Using the preliminary, unedited data
tables,- one of. my'staff membe did an initial assessment of the participa-
tion of Blacks,in vocational edtcationboth students acrd staff. I will not

/ hol4 you with a recitation of 'extensive statistics, but I would like to share
with y;)11 some of these. initial estimates, think they will be f concern
to you; perhaps disturb you, as much as they have me.

4
-

First, only about one in ten of all vocational students 't all levels'
is Black. ."

I
Second, less-than-one-irr-ten of-all full-time -vocational educatibrf staff

at all levels is Tilack,arid less than one in twelve of all supervisory staff.
at all levels is Black.

Third, at the junior or community 'college level, less than one in ten
of all studentS is Black.

Fburth, also at the junior,or community college* revel, less thgn one
twenty-five of all full-time staff and less than. one in twenty -five of all
supervisory staff is iflack.

These statistics say to me that Blatk,youth' and adults'have limited
access to or have limited,intere'stin vocational education, or that both
factors are at work. Whatever Fhe reason, the fact that these youth are not
participating fully in our progfams disturbs me. This isInot to say that all
Bld'cic youth ws'ht to or should participate, in vocational programs, but they
'clearly must have the option todo so.

Part of having the option to participate in vocational education is
knowing that the programs exist, knowing what the wide variety of programs
can mean in terms of participation.in the economy and in terms ot
fulfillment, and knowing that vocaioal education does` not have to lead to
low paying, substandard jobs.. It is 'time that adults, especially policy-

-

makers, educators, at4, other professionals, come to recognize' the extent to
which our,society depends .upon workers with tl-te skill's we teach in vocational
education., .People must learn to recognize and appreciale'that our buildings,
hospitaliacehurches, universities, streets,.and highways, ald modes of trans-
portatilM *he clothes we wear, land the food we eat, exist because of the
'skilled workers we have in this country.

4

These skilled workerg are not second-class citizens, they are first-.

class participants in making this country work. Between 1978 and 199.0, the
labor market will need, per year, over 10,000 engineering and science tech-
nicians.(not engineers, but technicians), 8,000 drafters, 7,000 denpl
assistants, and 60,000 nonprofessionals in other health related fields. 'These
are'jobs representing much needed skill, training and:education, for which
vocational eddcAtion can provide the training. If, as many people contend,
the perception of vocational education as leading to less than desirable

.

jobs.predominates in the Black community, we simply must do more to change 0

. this attitude. If we do riot; vie will be denying'our Blableyouth the options ,

tolbecome tomorrow's technicians and skilled workers- -and in effect.limiting
their access to the jobs of the future. The majority of jobs in the next
two decades will not require four-year college degrees.

3
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Those of you here tonight are leaders not only'in egucatibn, but also
in vocational education and in the Black community: You must take.the,lead

chaagingothis perception of vocational education, and in b4.1ding kupport'
for our programs in that community. You must take the lead in helping Brack
youth to recognize that vocational.edLation,.and particularly the two- and
three -year programs offered at many of the colleges and universities you
repre'sent, should be viewed as a viable option.. You must h1p them see what
others, according to Byron Rawls, are beginning td recognize, that "an edu-
cation withbut a four-year degree is preferable to a four-year degree without
an education." But, while I, emphasize6this aspect of perceplicin and misper-

16
ception, I do not meal to tgnbre the other factors of access--disc4mination
and outmoded, obsolete facilities.

4

In the beginning of this presentation, I said I was both concerned and
hopeful. I am concerned about the low, participation rates of Black youth
in vocational dducation programs and equIly concerned about high rates of
youth unemployment, particularly among minority youth. I am hopeful because
Coe have two new opportunities Co address these concerns.

1

- 1. The Youth Act 1.0f 1980

2. heauthorization 'of the Vocation'al Education Act of 1976 at which
time we,hope )pe Youth Act will be passed by

r
It ail]. be the most expansive youth, employment program in our nations's his=

assisting 450,000 young people who are encountering problems entering
the job market. We know that'the Youth Act wiL. not solve ail of the problems
/of all of our young people. Nb legislation can do that. But it will be a
.Wjor investment in the young men and women who need our help, and thus a
solid.commitment to the future health and prosperity of the nation. Many of .

you have worked with young people who need to acquire the basic skills,
,employability skills, and vocational skills to participate fully in the labor
market.' We in the Department of Education and those in the 3,000 or more
school districts to be affected by the.Act will need advice-and counsel as
we begin to implement it. (I will not discuss the legislation in detail, but
-IWould be responsive to your questions about it.)

We are seeking your recommendations regarding reauthorization of the
. fr

Vocational Education Act. We hope that you, will participate not only. in the
open infdrmation meetings we will be coaduciing on September 29, 1980 in
Boston and KansaS'City,on September 30, 1980 in Atlanta, Chicago, and San
Francist), and On October 2, 1980. in Washington, D.C., but also as wepro-
ceed throughout the process. We intend.for our reauthorization activities
to be open and responsive to the concerns you artd others have for the future

Oca oval education. I-will notAaborate'on all the issues in voca-
tional lrcation reauthorization, but I would he happy to respond to any
questions in that egard.

In closing, I would to.commpnd you again for being here and_for
seeking to improve vocational education in your institutions. I also would ft

like to commend Bob` Taylor a,nci the National Center fOr Research in

4
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.Votational Education Cor extending the resources of the Center, and to
thankBill Young for assisting you in improv.ing vocational education in his-.'
torically fgack'bolleges, and universities.. I sincevely'hope.all of yoti Will
be able to continue_this effort in.the years to'COme. Again, it has been
a pleaSure to be With you this evening. -Thank you for invibing me.
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FUNDING SOURCES AVAILABLE THROUGH THE
OFFICE OF 'VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION;,

U.S. DEPARTMENT .OF EVOCATION
t. ./

by

Dr. Mary Lovell
Education Tgram Specialist

United States Department of Education

O

The funding resources available through our office are,toojs for you
and your institutions to use in achievilig goals and eting needs. Someof
the programs I will be discussing may-be more applicable than others for
cooperative consortium efforts. This i's-something you will have,to discuss
among yourselves. I know that when I f nish discussing what is available
from ou'r bureiu, you aregoing to think h, that's not everything." You
are right! "These different programs will not solve,l of yOut problems,
but Chope that some of what I mention wi 1 be useful. 4 -

Tiei.S. Office of Vocational and Adult Education has a variety of
,

trogramg that it funds under the general heading of "Programs of National
Significance.5 Several activities are funded through this category of pro-
grams. An example is the National Center TOr Reseal-Lb, in Vocational Educa-
ion. Center is responsible .forapplied, experimentol,'rand.

developmental projects; curriculum development, 'Irevision,'and dissemination
projects; innovative -tind exemplary programs; and vocational education personnel
development programs. The purpose of such programs of national significiance
is to serve as a catalyst,to help improve the quality' of volitional educa-
tion in the states. These programs are generM.ly carried out on a contract
basis.

It
r 4.,

A second program that.our office funds is the Leadership,Development .

4 Program. Two asRects of this prc;gram are (1) the Graduate Leadership Devel-
opment Program, which assists vocatioAal educators and administrators in

. attaining higher degrees, and (2) the Fellowship Certification Progr for
Teachers, which assists vocational eduCators in changing fields, or helps

/ industry people who need certification to become,teachers.

A third aspect of our Program concern's Curriculum Coordinating Centers.
There are six of these centers throughout the country. Their major purpose
is to disseminate materials that have been developed in a variety of voca-
tional education areas. Centers are located in Hawaii, Illinois, Missis-
sippi, Oklahoma, New Jersey, and. Washington.

A fourth area of activity is the Projects of N onal Significancy;,
These projects develop and disseminate materials in ew and emerging occu-

r {rations. They also help produce information for dt sion makers at the
state anefederal level. These projects ar1e funde on a contract basis. .

A fifth activity is the National, Occupational Coordinating Informatiod
Committee. The committee at the feiriterl level helps produce current

7
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information, for state staff nnggucations'in demand. It also produces
similar ill.formation far students and counselors. Each state has its own

coordinating committee the develops and disgeminates this occuptatiOnal

information.

There are two*oth6e kogramg in it research,division that 1would like
*you to know about, even though hey may not be.directlyapplicable to you
at this time. One is a ccintr et program -fo recti pized Indian tribes and
c:rganiztdons.' The other Prog ,am concerns. bilingual "'vocational training.

The seven programs mentiotted.above have a current funding of $10 million.

.1. We anticipate a carTy-over of this amount into fiscal year 1981. Of this

$10 million,'$8 million is committed to ongoing activities.

.

Within.the U.S. Office,of Vocat,Wnal acid Adult Education , thqe are two
other offices that haVe discretionary money. 02e is the Division'of Adult

Education. It has approximately $2.5'million in discretionary money that
goes to state and ldcal education agenCies for adult basictrainite, There

is also-an Iiido-Chinese.program that will be funded at about S2.5 million.'

A thirdird program t the adult education area'is tie Cuban-Haitian Immigrant
Program; which has about $17.6 million. InstituEions of higher, education

are eligible for theselfunds to
second language. and in learner skills. The -last prog

ssist immigrants in learning English as a
within our:)4q

., office is the Community tducation Program, available to institutions of
higher learning to. develoikprograms/to facilitate community education. This

pr6gram,tas a budget range of $500,000 to $7901'000.

Lnot,her source of fundin* that yOu may be.familiar with concerns s tate

vocational programs. Tht..mope4,for these programs usually flows through the

Research Coordinating unit in ykr state. There are three types of projects
that are usually funded on .a, contract basis. These are research and deffion-

4 stration projects, innoatiV and exemplary projects, and curriculum projects.
There are three other area's in Ahich sate vocational programs can qualify\

for grants. These are guidance and,counseling, preservice and inservice '

training, and activities to overcome sex bias. Information on these progws
is available from the Reseti-ch Coordinating Unit director of your state.

There is a 'Second.asPect to state funding, and -that congerns Atate voca-

tional basic, grant money. The Vocational Education Amendments of 1976
mandate that 16.4ercent pf basic education money be set aside l7or institutions

of higher education. Individdal states distribute their Money in various

wgys. Some states allocatemmall dmounts to alit Rliftble institutions, while
others give larger amounts, tO a fewer institutions. The.way to'receive,
information on application procedures for this money is'to nntac.k the state
director of vocational education within your state. It shodid/ii noted that

fpr these set-aside funh, priority is given to those ipstitiltions that are
applying to develop new, vocational programs, and to those institutions with

a Iaege concentration disadvantaged students. It should also,be noted

that funds fl6m state_ or lotal money mast match these federal monies., Some-
% times states ask'tbat the receiving institutions comply with the matching

fund policy becauSe the state is unable to do so.



I also want to briefly.mention some of the political processes at the
statet esat level in which )40u might want to participate'to improve vocational '

education. ",line is the statevocatidnal educatiod-council. The state legis-
lature.requires that theFe.be at least one representative frompoStsecondary
education on the council. Also., the state,director_of vocational education
holds public meetings,as the state plan for vocational-education is deve.loped,
and as accountability reports are nde,

There are additional resources available outside the vocational educa-
tion community. You can take Alaok at tpe'U.S. Department of Education's
Guide to Funding. Within(this guide you will find a list of programs, whei.e

.2' the authorization is coming from, who is eligible to and what specific
office to apply to for the fundingl For grant programs you can look to the
Federal Register for announcements. For contract programs, the Commerce
Business Daily has,announcements,for requests for proposals (RFPs). As a
final ;esource, I also recommend that you look into Comprehensive Employment

0 Training Act CETA) funding.

I briefly want to descr,ibe the difference between contrActsand grants'.
Contracts are a government procurement,for a product or settice. Require-

.

ments for the type of work to 61 carried out are rather specific. A grant,
on the other hand, is an award for a design that is suited to your particul/6r%
institution. In many ways, a grant is more flexible than a contract.

/

Whether you are applying for a contract or a grant, there are certain
basic things to address in your proposal. rb the introduction, you will
want to address the-Oalifications of your institution to carry out the work.
In the body of your proposal,'You'wiLl want to tell what you are going to
do and how you ar.e going to do it. This is especially important in a con-
tract. In the third section or the proposal, you will want to address
management concerns.. This includes writing an activity section, a staffing
section, a,time chart sections and a budget section. These should all flow
together so that in the area of greatest activity, ydu also have the greatest
amount of staff-time and .budget. Keep in mind both what is asked for and-
the evaluation criteria used for reyieF of the proposal. The criteria will
be listed in the request for proposal or program announcement.

I thank you)erE much for your attention.

j
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CONSIDERATIONS FR PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT*

by

Dr. Steven Gyuro -,e

Associate-Director of Programs
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

As we start discus:ging proposal development, we do not want yoU to. jump .

to any conclusions that it is ap easy thing to do, or that there is guarap---
teed success very time you try it. Proposal development is a difficult.
and demanding endeavor.

.Let us'begin by reviewing 'some key factors that are important td
, understand. When, working in vocational education, an understanding of
Public Law 94-482, `sections 130. through 135, is necessary as background
information. If you are unfamiliar with this federal legislation, then it
is extremely important for yoU to review it and the information with

your staff. In addition, there are documents called Federal Rules and Regu-'
-lations announced in the Federal Register that are required reading. :Me
rules and regulations in the Federal Register dated October 3, 1977, sections
104-702 through 747-93, e;plain how vocational education programs are-to be
implemented.

Next we move to state-support. How many of you have read your state
plan? This is an extremely important document. If you do not have a copy,
ewe suggest you obtain one. State plans, include a five-year, long-grange plan
that represents theAirecti96 your state department of.vocational education

_wishes to pursue. An annudt plan is.also included. k. Both the long-range plan
and the, annual plan contain a section on comprehensive plans for program
improvement. This program improvement plan identifies the program priorities
and amounts of resources to be allocated to them, making this a valuable
.resource dotument. 4Another impbrtant document for you to read is the annual
accountability report that the states provide to the federal govermilint.

Knowledge of your state departmenCls
.

importantin terms of several, ..
factors. You should ,know the organization of your statetdepartment of edu-
cation, as well as meet personally with the directdr and staff; it is impor-
tant that you know them and that they know you. You should also study funding
patterns. Examine ecords from the last three years ancl look at projects
the state departme funded, who it,funded,"how much money was .available, 1.,4
and how it allocated'jits resources. In every state, there 'are usually 'sev-

eral lai:ge city school districts that are extremely active in research and
development. Knowledge of their airtivities .and funding received would be
valuable

Now let me share a few faCts with you. There are $112 million allocated

t...nationally for program impr vemenl aujl support services. Approximately $20
million (17'2 percent) of that iofor research, innovative and exemplary pro-
grams, and curriculum development',. The remainder (approximately $92 million)

*Highlights f'rom a Group Discussion d Prsentatin,

-`410..,
r"'
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is spent on the Research Coordinating Units (RCU) administration, guidance,,
and counseling. By law"approximately'20 percnt ($23 millidn) is for
personnel development (Suction 135) and sex dluity (Section 136).

Ihrough Thu Clearinghouse. data base oper'%tion at they National Center,
we have been able to obtain some additional facts on funding patterns of
the federal govergment. Approximately 750 projects are funded each year.
The average award is abo'dt $25,000, but the range is wide; from $600 tip'
$400,000. Another important fact is-that approximately 33 ercent of the
projects,fundeci by the states are conducted by four-year co leges and uni--
versities.

Now let us discuss 'some proposal development ideas. First of all, it
is essential that one perceives a_4roposal as a planned course of action.
Second, you must also understand' that the major purpose .of a proposal is to
sell your ideas. -Third, a propos0. represents a problem-solving approach,
a strategy for a return on investment, and a humanistic enterprise. Also
remember that the expertise your people have is your major resource, and
it accounts for 80 percent of the cost of most research and development
projebts. So be sure to highlight your staff's qualifications, and to build
adequate funds' for staff into the proposal.

Ahothermajor concept critical to any proposal endeavor is that pro-
posal development should take place in two phases. line first is a project
planning phase and the second is a proposal preparation phase. In regard
to these twQ phases, proposal development is both a science,and an art.
The projea planning phase requires precise, scientific strategy. The pro-
posal preparation is more an art in that information must be presented in
such a way as tip both address the problem and sell %our approach.

We a.cetioing to focus primarily on the project planning phase because
I think that is extreMelymportant. But before we ',gin, we need to review
some prerequisiteis for proposai development.' As I ;,,nfThoned, you should '
Ire familiar with legislation and its associated rules and regkelations. You
must also know clic agency or.organizatiCi you are submitting to, the infor-
mation sources`rhat'are essential to preparing the proposal, and the envi-
ronment in_which you areoperafing. You 'also need to know your own
organization: its people:capabilities, resources, and interests,

When it cbmes to the Revest for Proposals (1)) document, you must
study ie 'carefully": Be awaneOf all the specific criteria and requirements
set fort)'in the RFP, and how, your Institution will respond. ConsidJr,
also, the investment your organization has' to make in order-to write the
proposq,. Your decisions on these luesti ns will determine whether or not
your, organization will write a kop)sal. Next, study the RFP as a whole.
This will help you wpii.te .1, more eff ctiVe proposal . will increase your
potential .for receiving an A'waid.

N wlet us.talk for a (w minutes about what a'projecti.s. First of
all e, a project is finite;,it has a set beginning and an end, as opposed to
a program that goes on ear after year. Generally, a project is a set of
actiNfrities that are otfiplc;, but ,homogeneous, an&normally_pbnrepetitiye.

11
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Another concept that we feelp is-important is that of TCP--tide; cosh, and
T ertormancA 'When you arp$ '

.developing a prbposa '1, these factors form the
,basic,ingredients for budding the project plan and for pi-ovigding a frame-
t:ork for decisions. Thesg are the same factors you are concerned with when
.your.,proposal-is wr,ittn, when it is accepted, and when ie is ready to
begin.

Think interms of TCP as it applies to your proposal development. The

specifications .for roux proposal are in terms of time, cost, and performance
.,.and their critical ihterrelationshipr Cost the easiest factor to deter-

mine and monitor because it is a very quantifiable entity.' Time is a more
difficult Jactor with which to work. Schedule has some flexibility. However,

the most difficult factor is performance, and it is the one factor directly
related to your objectives and scope of work. These proposal seLtions should
be planned so that they dh provide clearly specified, descriptive informa7'
tion on performance.

v.?

'Now let us focus on the project planning process. We have analyzed
the RFP&and have assembled a team of people to write the proposal. Next,
when establishing eui'delines fOr planning, there are seven major elements
that must be considered:

.

$ ,

I; Statement of Objectives and Needs
2. Analysis of Activities (Scope of Work)
3. Procedures to be Utilized .in Carrying Out Those Activities
4. S-chedule.

6. ReqUired Resources
\\.

7. Budget

5. Flow-of Activities

v A
*Most state departme ts operate like the federal'government when review-

ing proposals. They will issue an RFP, ,ask you to submit ajroposal, con-
vene a panel of reviewers that will review the proposal, give it a score,
and rank it. These revwers then give recommendations to the state depart-
ment on which projects'o

e

fund.

As .you read proposal °s, one of the things you will find is a problem

with objectives.. Many times, an objective will not, really convey what the
project intends to do. The important concern here is that you identify
and define Rot only what is to.beaccomplIged, but also why. ,5.p when you

write your "objectives, they'should be strtctured in performance terms.
They /should lend themselves to analysis an measurement so that in the end,
everyonewill know if ybu accomplished your objectives. The objectives,
themselves 'must seTe as a basis for evaluationjr-Spend the fim0 to develop
specific, sound, performance-based objectives: they the foblidation of

any project plan. All subsequent planning'steps are predicated. on the
statement of objectives.

5 _ ft

Let us emphasize objectives a little further because they are so
.

essential to everything that follows. You have to be sire the objectives
allow you to develop a logical flow of procedures. When people start to

12
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read your procedures; you want them -to think "Yes, byittoing this procedure
a certain objective will be met." The objectives have to 8't'rve as the basis
(rationa e) for. the Scope of work, as well as for the scnedule,%vsources,
and,otgan ational arrangements. The logic,, cohesiveness, and consistency
of the int relationship of resources toothe means to ttie results in the ,

proposal must be self-evident.
,

Another component.that is extremely important is del4verable specifi-
cations. The deliverables are'the products you produce as a

)

result of your
work and accomplishment of the objectives.' We recommend that, as part of
the planning process, you develop detailed specifieations of each deliver- '
able. How much orthv specifications you actually put in the proposal will
be up vi you. You will want to leave room for'flexiHility,.but you,must
plan for the most 'detailed specifications poSsibls to ensure the adequacy
and completeness of, the scope of work and re-S'outce requirements. This will

. aid you a great deal in analyzing' your scope..Of work and other planningO
elemeUs.

Next, we need to,address analysis techniques. After you have developed
objectives and deliveiable specifications, the next step is,to dettrmine
what must be done--this is the analysis. It is at this stage that you estab-
lish parameters and define the scope of work involved in the project. You
can do this iR a deductive or inductive manner. The concept and methods

developing.a work breakdown structure are employed to prepare a scope of
work. A systems analysis technique is'used to.analyze and specify-the
activities and tasks required to produce the deliverables and achieve the
objectives.

The next step is, to determine the procedure you will want to use to
carry out the project. This is the process of determining how to do what
has been defined. lkou look at the alternativeseavailable and consiter the
time, cost, and performance implications and trNde-offs of each. As you
are doing this, you need to give considerAion to the level, of expertise of
the staffing revired for the project. Once you have determined the acti-
vitie involved and how they will be cpnducted, you will want to start 4
gutting* together a schedule focusing on when and wheie these activities are
to take glace. r

N t, we need to create a flow of activities. So far we have been
tearin apart the project; now we are going to start putting it back
together. You might start by labeling.he Various activities and creating
a flowchart. It is then necessary to take into account the constraints of

.,the systems (e.gactivity _two must be started before activity one cat be
finished). You need to create a,network that shoFs the interrelationships'
of tad activities. This flowchart should be developed with schedule require
me4rts'so as to prepare a time- phased network.

On our time-phased flowchart is completed,.our next step is to iltify
our reso rces. Consider resources in their very broadest sense to include '
time, people, information, and\thirigs. You then copsider the resources
needed'to kinport the specified scope of, work over the given amount of time:

13
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The next sptil is budgeting. This is a very simple step; it is rwrely
the conversion of resource requirements into dollar amountA. When prepar-
ing a budget you need to be ableo answer two questions. The first is,
Why is a particular resource being budgeted? The second is, How did you
Arrive at the level for a given resource.in the budget? You will then pre-
pare,e detailed budget document., Chances are it wiil be twice the amount
available. You must then go back and modify your objectives, the scope of
work, the schedule, so that the cost of the project can be brought into
line with the dollar amount available. But at this point, you know what
you are eliminating from your scope,of work, and knowing what you are not
going to do is almost as important as knowing what you are going to do.

The next area we consider extremely impftant is organizational con-
siderations. The first concern is staffing--it,is your most valuable
resource. There are four aspects of staffing to examine:.

1. Area of expertise
2. Level of expertise
3. Percentage of time committed to the project
4. Duration of time committed to the project

urther, you geed to place the project within the organization and-determine
the relationship of the project to the other organizational units. Most
RFPs will rqquire some type of personnel matrix, organizatioh chart, and
staff vitae. .A vita does not need to contain everything an individual has
none but ,snbuld contain pertinent information related directly to the project's
scope of Fork. Another requDremedt mogt RFPs have is a description of
Organizational..capacity. Yop need to sell the organization as well as the
individuals inveilved. Agait, tailor the organizational qualifications
description to the scope of work of the proposal.

There are a feF other considerations,that must be planned for, such as
the clearance of the Human Subjects Review and instrumentation clearances.
In,most cases, this clearance takes 180 days or longer. \Clearance from
your administration also needs to be Obtained for audiovisual preparation,
and it must be secured before you produce the material, not after. A few
other rules to remember are that (1) you may not pay overtime in a federal
contract without prior approval, and (2) you may not pay a consultqnt more

r
nun $100 a day or hire a consultant for more than ten days,..ip a calep
year without prior approval. It is these contractual terms and conditions
that you must understand, or you are going to have difficulties with the
ppoject plan and its execution if awarded.

Now we are ready to stark:Writing the proposal. Just remember that
when you write a proposal the reader will alFays get more out of it than
whatyou put on paper. Besides being a sales piece, a proposal must also
be responsive to the need in the RFP. When the federal government puts out
an RFP5: they want to know how you'will plan to fulfill their specific
.request for services and products, not how much more you want to do or how
the request should be changed. If you really want to expand on the RFP,
you can always wrye an addendum to the proposal. Clarity, credibility,

14
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soundness, feasitility, aft&logic are some key concepts to keel? mind
when writing a prop?6al. ."

,

''
Lk us talk abdut how this proposal is going to be reviewed. Each RFI°

will have its own criteria, but there arq some that can be getlralized.
First is- significance of the RFP-. This is especially important for grants.
because the, original request is fairly broad, and your specific proposal
must show a great deal of relationdhip to the,original problem area in the
anqouncemen?r In a contractual situation, the government describes what is
important because they are specifying what- they are buying. AnotheY con'
sideration is consistency in the proposal. It can be difficult to mairitaiR
consistency because time is usq.411y limited and different people may be work
ing an different proposal sections. We suggest that before you submit the
proposal, one person review the whole work to ensure flow, logic', and con
sistency. the functionality of the operational plan is another, major criteria.,
That the plan is feasible and the reiquired functipns can be effectively and
efficiently performed must be precigely addressed and clearly presented.
The,qualifications of the key personnel and the organization is another
generalizable criteria that is applied to the evaluation'of proposals. vi

'What we have atimpted to do during this period is to review and discuss
th6 proposal development process and focus on some of the critical.consid
erationstOat must be addressed when participating in proposal development.
I H-6-pe t4at highlighting some orthe key.elements and concerns has provided
an overt of the process and components invqlved, and will en e you and
your org ization'to engage more actively and 'successfully in pro Osa1
development. Conducting R&D projects can significantly contribute.to pro
gram improvement and the delivery of quality-vocational education to our
clients. *-4,

r
r
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THE COttPtTENCY-BASED APPROACH TO PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

Dr. Robert E, Norton and Dr. James B. Hamilton-

Senior Research,apd Development Specialists
The National Center for Research 'invocational EduClation

_/

4
In education, we have traditionally accepted the option of making

learning the variable and time OA constant. enever we say that a course
involves so many hours of instruczion,,we ope y admit cur acceptance of
this historical approach to education.' Gr ed, a sit number of hours
per course is an administrative and plann g convenience that is hard to
give up. However, under these circumsta es, our teaching is oftentgeared
to covering as much information as possible in the time permitted. We hope
our students will learn enough to be successful.

Many people feel it is time for those of us involved in vocational
and technical education to opt for the implementation of programs in which
learning is the constant and time the variable. Vocational educators in
many states, including New York, Kentucky, Florida, North Carolina, and
Pennsylvania, are now working hard to make this option a reall4y in heir
vocational and technical education progrcams through the implementatio of
competency-based education (eBE).

---
Before proceeding, it should be noted that terms and acronyms for

these programs abound: CBE, PBE, PBTE, CBSD, CBAE. What is important is
that all such programs, regardless of the specific names attached to tbeb,,
should possess the essential and desirable"-characteristics_ described in the
following pages in order to be.considered $\uly competency- or performance-
based.

Esseatial Elements and Desirable Characteristics

k

To understand fully the meaning'of CBE, one must be aware of the
essential elements and desirable characteristics' of such programs. There
are five essential elements:

1. Competencies to be achieved are carefully_ identified, verified, and
made public in advance. This means that the important entry-
level competencies for any occupational program area must be
identified in some appropriate manner; verified as relevant by
experts who know that field, and then made known to students and
everyone slse interested in what the program is designed to teach.

2. Criteria to be used in assessing achievement and the conditions
under which achieyement will be assessed are explicitly stated and
made public in advance. This means we are going to eliminate
guesgi4 games about what parts of the course are. important. We
will tell students exactly how their performance will be evaluated.
The implementation of this essential element also means that we are

1. The essential elements and desirable character 5-tics/presented here
are adapted from Achieving the.Potential of Perf ance-Based Teacher
Education: Recommendations, PBTE Monograph Series: No. 16 ,(Washington. D.C.:
American Association of Colleges for Teacher EducAion, 1974.)

.00
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givi.ng,up the trad4lopal norm-referenced approach to Achievement
evaluation that foeused on comparing a student's progttss with
tht of other students\' In its place, we'are addVeing the
critqion-referenced approach in which each individual student's
progress is compared with previously established criteria that,are
made knovn to all concerned.

3. The instructional program Wovides for the individual development
and' evaluation of each of the competencies specified. What we
are'saying here is simply that each student shall be given the
opportunity,ro develop each of the competencies importaat to his/
her training program, and that each student will be given the
'opportunity to emonstlate attainment of each competency. This
essential'elen ent has strong implications regarding the need to
individualize CBE programs to the maximum extent possible and for
the type of instructional materials needed to make indi4Adualization
possible.

4. Assessment of competency takes the students" knowledgeand attitudes
into account, but regatres actual performance of the competency
as the primary source of evidende. CBE goes beyond the'traditiOnal
educational expectatibn.ihat students should know the "how" agd
"why" of things and..places-a strong emphasis on the "ablity%to
do." Of coure, in order to perform a task correctly the student
will need to acquire the necessary preNequisite knowledge and
attitudeS. This,acquisl,tion, however, dbes not of itself ensure
the students actual ability to perform important competendies.
It is with regard to this essential elpment of CBE that many
programs.fall short,.relying only upon paper-and-pencil tests of .

'cognitive understanding as proof of competency. While such
'measures can appropriately be used to assess prerequisite knowledge,
they must be supplemented ,performance- oriented, prOcess-and-
product checklists or other measurement devices that pertit
assessment of the student's actual ability to perfOrm the
expected competencies. ,

5. Students progress through the instructional program at their own,
rate by demonstrating the,ixilattainment Of specified competencies.

Stated in another way, T.4e- Want to make time 'the variable and

learning the constant. Again, it is clear that some individualization
of instruction is necessary. While student progress is dependent,
upon the demonstration of competencies, this element does not mean
that reasonable time limits cannot be imposed upon the students.
Some persons may want-to interpret this elem to mean that only
the student, is accountable for his/hee progre s: This is not true.
A CBE program places accountability for learning upon the shoulders f

of bot5 the learner and the instructor.

The additional desirable characteristics of CBE prograts are as follows:

1. 'Instead of being group-paced, instruction is individualized to the
maxiMip extent possible. .,.

e arning experienceg ara guided by frequ tfeedback
0'-
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3. EmphaSis is on helping the stulpnt achieve program exit reiitu rements:

44o InstYuction is individually paced.rather than..time based.

5. Instruction is, to
A
a considerable extent, field-centered, aning

it is ba'Sed on realisticwork problems and situations.
. ,

of
,

. Instluction
o

enis oftemodular4 mmodularized and uses materials with b
required and optional learning activities to help achieve f bibility
and provide for different learning styles.,

I

7. The program as a whole is carefully planned and systematic (e.g.,
.concerned staff are involved in planning, and evaluation s used
for program improvement). ,

,

One of the big areas of confusion in CBE is regarding terminology.
The five essential element/5. lis'ted earlier and the several d4sirable
characteristics presented may be applied to any CBE program. Degpite this,
we always have.two basic differences: (11 the'clientele and (2) the
competencies in question. CBE can be used,with any group of people
learning technical skills; e.g., machinists or nurses. The same'concepts
folreiywheg we talk about teachers. When we talk about PBTE, obviously the
T is for teacher. We use P because we want tp stress the performance
aspect. Our target groups here are preservice and inservice teachers or
instructors. The skills important here are the teaching *ills (professional

. skills) required of pefons who have already acquired the technical skills.

The PBTE Program and Materials

The PBTE modules are a sustained resudt of R & D-eftort started mdhy
vars ago. The research esufted in the identification of 384 vocational
teacher competencies. Th0 were referred to as common competencies, or
competencies needed in two or more vocational service areas. The research
did t name competencies for the supervision of the occupational experience

stich as those unique to agricultural education.-

What we have tried to do is develop a comprehensiv4 array of flexible
materials that allow you to design a program tailored to your students'
needs. Perhaps there is no tea er that needs all 100 of these competencies,.
Certadnly, a begtnning teacher ould need no mote than thirty to be,,

, L-successful.

, . . .

We did have the opportunity to test these matdtials at a number of
'sites. Eighteen universities'', collegessi and other postsecondary institutions
in'the United Stateg'and Criada were involved.

' '.

........-

- ,
.

,
.

A year-ago an impact study was ipiOriated here at the National Center to
examine the use ofthe PBTE eirriculugfand related materials. Wp knew, k \
people were buying the materials,, but we were not'sure holoithey were-being

' "I'la used. The summary of.nis study showed that 1,350 difference ,agencies,
0 250 individuals, 9,90 educational agencies, and 140 international, agencies '

in twenty-six foreign countries have purchased the modules. Still, almost
sixty percent of their use is in universities and colleges. -For teacher

. -
.

. .,
*
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training'at the university level, the term "performance-based" rahter than
"competency-based" is ieferred. However, when used as an inservice staff
development tool, the term "competency-based" seems to be preferred. We
use theterms interchangeably. They are the same materials and conceits,
blot different audiences and needs.

%

.

. The effect of the teacher 'education programs sh five majo%.
results: 1(1)

effect
student access t&. vocational t her certification '

1

by providing self-contained instruction. This is especially useful in
rural and isolated areas; (2) increased flexibility in getting heip'to new
teachers immediately; (3) increa'sed productivity of teacher education'

i,o

programs (at some institutions).4by shortening the time required for
certification; ( .lowered personnel,development costs (at some int*utions);
and (5) reduced variability and increased atcountability through

. standardizing skills teachers are required to master.

Effects of the program on teachers showed one main result. That was an
improvement in the caliber of vocational education td'achers. The subsequent

effect on classrooms and students was an increased use of competency-
.based techntques with students because teachers tend to teach using methods'
the,Nkwere taught.

r,.... ,

Here are 6o,me cvnJlusions about the National Center's PBTE materials:

.4"

1. They are the most widely distributed products ever developed by
the Center.

They have been widely adopted by` educational institutions.

3. Many materials have been sold to business and industry, even
though they were dot targeted toward these areas.

4. A certain number of instructor competencies tend to be generic.

5. Most users express a strong feeling of ownership for their programs.

6. PBTE has changed many aspects in the Nivery of Vocational teacher
education.

PBTE appears to be more effective and efficient than traditional

appra es to teacher education.oaches

8. The material is considered ahigh quality product by users.

i(- PBTE provides impetus to the movement towards competency -based
4 .instruction.

Competency-based Materials for Vocational Administrators

We now turn to a discussion of a'competency-based education (CBE)
program for administrarrs. It is .every important and.related effort._
Again, the same characteristics and concepts are involved, but we have a '

different audience and competencies. We thnk it offers a solid and research-4

20
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based approach to preparing local administrators of vocational education.

e were fortunate to Rave a United States Office of Education- (USOE)
fu ded project that ran froth .1975 to 1977. :There were two objectives of this
study. One was to-identify and nationally verify thecompetencies
important to local administrators. We looked at outstanding administrators
at both the secondary and postsecondary levels. We also had fully,ngato,
start the development ofolaterials that would delivery'these essgntial
competencies. The detailed research report on how these competencies were
compiled is available from the National Center (RD 41).,

A task inventory questionnaire was developed and sent to 130 expert
administratoilTh en states. A 92 percent response rate was obtained.,
When i)e were fini ed, a total of 166 competencies were v rified as important
to the succes administration of vocational education at the secondary
and posesecon ary level.

,

The next step was to develop materials that would allow those who. work
with administrators to deliver those competencies. We came up with a format
very, similar to the PBTE modules. The previously identified 166 competencies
were clustered into 30 module groupings. The USOE project supported the At.

development of six of these modules, whichmere field-tested ht,four different
institutions. Based on that data, we revised the modules and prepared

.

them for publication. The very positive responses by the initial participants
gave us the encouragement to go ahead A publish these modules. ,

4 ,

We were unable to obtain further fedsal)funding, for the developTeRt
of the remaining modules. As a result, a multistate consortium was oriUnized
to obtain the funds needed for further development and,field testing of
the modules. ,

Consortium Organized
.

.

After much recruitment work, the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education and seven interested states organized a Consortium-for t*
the-Development of Professional Materials for Voce al Education.
Beginning on September 1, 1978, the Consortium me combined their
efforts to support the cooperative development,,fie d testing, and implemen-
tation of competency-based materials for administrators.

r

Initial efforts of the Consortium during 1978-79 we're focused upon the
development of additional competency-based administrator modul9s, using the
166 competencies identified and nationally verified as important to local
4dmini4tratofb in the previous USOE-supported National Center research as
a research base. To deliver all the important competencies verified, it
was estimated that a total of twenty-five toth.irty-modules was needed. As
six modules had already been developed and field-tested as.part of the
original USOE project, the Consortium undertook the development of the .

additional modules needed at the rate of one module per member state per
year.
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Development Procedures

The procedure used in developing and field-testing the administrator
modules can best be desciibed as a cooperative development process. In

one of the first steps, the member states vote to establish the priority
competencies for module development. Once the development p rities are

\12,4,established, the state representatives are asked to nominate q lified

persons who can assist. Nati9nal Center staff as either consultant module
writers or module reviewers:"'These nominees, along with selected others

. known to the National Center and Consortium staff, are contacted and-asked
to apply for the job,of consultant writer or reviewer,of one or more of, the
Modules to be developed. From, applications, Consortium staff select
the most qualified persons available.

At this point, a four-stage development process is begun to prepare
ttt modules. The four -stage sequence of development includes (1) preparation,
We module prospectus, (2) preparation of a field-review version, (3)
preparation of afield -test version, and (4) preparatio of the published

edition. A brief de ription of the, procedures used at each stage of
development follows

Preparation of the module prospectus. The module ectus is.usually

a four to eightAkage outline of the proposed module. IC contains statements
of the terminal and ehabling objectives, an outline of the topics to be
covered in the informatiqn sheets, the proposed learning activities and.
feedback, a tentative list of the performance assessment criteria, and a
list of the specific competency statements to be addressed by the module.
The prospectus is .generally drafted by the Consortium staff member assigned
to the module after.that individual has analyzed-the competencies to be
convexed and reviewed the available 'literature. The prospectus is,further
developed and,refined at a,one-day conceptualization meeting involving
the consultant writers and Consortium staff. Three copies of the refined
prospectus'are submitted to each state Consortium representative for review
and critique by,the_persons they designate. A twenty-day turnaround time
is requested so that the module writers can benefit from the critiques

r- received' as they prepare the field-review version.

, $
Preparation of the-field- review version. After the conceptualization
meeting, the two consultant writers selected are asked to begin the
preparation of infotmation sheets, case studies, model answers, and other
materials, based 6 their actual knowledge, experience, and expertisd'in
the particular area. At the same time, the National Center staff writer
continues the search for relevan; literature and sample materials. The

staff writer maintains coatart with the consultant writers to answer
questions, cheek on piogress, and relay information received from the
prospectus critiques. Once material's are received from the two consultants,
the staff writer prepares the field-review version by mdrging,, rewriting,
,editing-, and formattingjhe material into a full-blown draft of the ,

module. It is then reviewed internally by another Consortium staff member
before duplication of the field-review copies.. Si copies of the field

review version of-'the module a e sent either to tie state representative
or directly to the iersons previ sly designated for voluntary reviews in
each state. A nodut reviewer's ecklist and directions for completing
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the reviews accompany each module. At the same time, three paid consultant
reviewers, are also asked to provide a detailed review and written critique 4
of the module. Again', a twenty-day review period is re.quired so that the
reviewer's comments can be obtained as quickly as possible and used in
preparing the field-test uelaion.

Preparation-of the field-test version. All the field-review module checklists
and the-written suggestions receided are summarized and analyzed as the
major input into development of the field-test-version of the module.
Normally, two or three Consortium staff members review the comdents and
suggestions for improvement and decide on the changes to be made by the
staff writer. When necessary, another consultant may be employed or
further work may be requested of one or both of the initial consultants *

to supply needed material. Once the field-test version has been prepared,
it is again reviewed internally by another Consortium staff member before
duplication for field test purposes. Each member sltate and/or cooperative
institution of higher education receives thirty copies of each module for
/field testing. In addition to the module's, field-test guidelines and
linstruments are provided for use by both the resource persons and admin-
istrator trainees. In most states, an orientation and training session
is also conducted ¶o prepare' resource persons for their role in field
testing.

Preparation of,the published edition. Altliough-Ehis stage of development
has not yet been redcli,ed, plans call for the summarization and analysis of
field-test data fromall states as a basis for preparation of the published
version of each module by'the Colisortium staff. ^ It is anticipated that

1
data will be collected from at least five different states and a minimum
of fifty administrator trainees befOre revision is begun. Once published,
thirty copies of the'moddle will be supplied to each member state, and
additional copies will be available 'through regular National Center
publications channels. .

Nature of MOdures

Each,medmle covers a single broad competency or skill area (usually
encompassing two or more related subtasks) needed by local administrators
to carry out their responsibilities effectively. Through a variety of -'
learning activities, learners obtain background information concerning the
skill covered, apply that informatiorOn practice or simulated situations,
and eventually demonstrate the competency in an actual administrative
situation. During the'final learning experience, the administrator's
performance is assessed by a resource person using a checklist of specific
performance criteria.

The modules can be used in prgservice or inservice workshops, graduate
courses at universitles, internship or externship leadership development

programs, and otherlprograms. While the modules are designed for individual
use, permit self-pacing, and require few outside resources, they are not
self-instructional. Preferably, they should be used under the guidance
of a qualified resource person Al) can advise" learners and evaluate their
progrdss. This might be a university professor, a state department of
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education supervisor, or an admihistrator at the state, regional, or local,
tlevel.

1.

AlthOighthe funds from an individual state support the
1

development
and field testing of one module, participation/ in the Consortium gives
each member state immediate and equal access to aqi the modules being
devepped. During the first year the followi4g severs modules were
dev'eloped .

Direct Curriculum Devel6Pment
k

,

Guide the Development and Improvement of Ihitruction

ProvidC a Staff Development Program
-0

Dir ct P ram Evaluation

omote the Vodational Education 'Program ;;.

Manage Stildent RecrUitment e4d Admissions

Involve the Community in Vocational Education

During l979-h, six states supported the development of the following
six modules:

Evaluate Staff Performance

Select'School Personnel

Prepare Vocational Education Budgets
.

Manage the Purchase of Equipment, Suppl,ie, and Insurance

Id.ent,ify Financi esources far Vocational Education
..1'

G

Manage Physical Facilities
..)

Summary-and Conclusions

The viability of the cooperativd.develo Tent approach as a cost-
effective procedure for, developing and fiel testing high quality
professional materials that meet the identified rigeds of several states
has been'successfully demonstrated through the Consortium's first two
years of operation. Perhaps the best measure of the Consortium's success
is, indicatid by the tact that .all but one. of the member states are
c ntinuing their financial support and'participation in the Consortium for

third year. ..

11.11$.

The fdrmation and operation Of the multistate Consortium has led to
the flollowing recpgnized advantages over indi*idual state efforts:

.



1. Member states can effectively,, pool limited financial resources; for
'curriculum development purposes. The cooperative approach permits
major savings as compared to 'the cost of individual state efforts,
if such efforts are nogible at all.

2. Member states can effectively pool the professional expertise
needed to develop, critique, realise, field -test, arid publish high

quality materials addressing many(different competencies.

3. Thzpugh cooperative d'e'velopment, member states cxkavoid the
unnecessary'duplicaeion tof'effort and enh'ance the quality of
materials developed.

, 4. Through regular meetings, Consortium representatives are helping
to refine and clarify the meaning ofmany terms that relate to
different facets of competency-based education.

New, PBTE Efforts rI

More pressure is.constantly being app to teachers of vocational
education to accept the special needs learn r tp their programs. These 0 '

learners include handicapped, economically disadvantaged, mentally retarded,'
gifted and talented, limited English proficiency, ethnic and racial
a orities, students enrolled in programs nontraditional for their sex,
and adults' returning for vocational education retraining. Many of the
regular vocational education teachers have not been prepared to cope with
the unique'needs of such learners.

For the past year and a half, we have been working to identify

competenciesoend develop modules for regular teachers to be successfu in
meeting the heed4.of special students. We have.. dentified 380 teacher
.competencies that tend to be rather common regirdless of the special need
category. These 380 competencies have been clustered into 16 modules.
Field testing o these materials will begin shortly. They are proje ted
to be available from our publisher, theAmerican Association for Voc tional
Instructional Materials (AAVEM), in early 1982.

V. -

We'hope we have given you some ideas about what you and your collfagues
Lan do in the way of personnel development in vocational education. Iii this

hour and a half we could not begin to cover all we would like to share with
you. We encouragetyou to participate in workshops through the National
Aiademy for Vocational Education, the American Vowtional Association, and
other professional meetings and activities You could also continue your
learningAlin other Ways. For example, yoU co414,participate in field testing,
of the administrator modules if your institution is in a state that is a

Consortium member. There is a lot of good material already available to
you on competency-based education, and move is beifig developed. You need
on'y to be sel1tive in your reading' and
rapidly. changing aspect of education tha
the teaching and learning pracess.
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

by
4

Dr. Joel Magisos ,
..

Associate Director, Information Systems
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

,I would like to share with you the best of what we know about dissemina-
tion of information. I also want to talk to you about some of the available
resources that you may or may not have used yet. Then I would like to offer
some suggestions to you on how you can work together withthe Nation ill Center
to aid ba the dissemination of information,

One of the things that we havd Iearned about information dissemination
in the last three or four years comrs.v from a government panel: the Dissemi-
nation Analysis Group. Their worntotused on a definition of dissemination,
which relates well to my presentatidn. What aspects of dissemination are
you interested in discussing? Are you interested in spreading inebrmition
around, about exchanging ideas among yourselVes, iq choosing the best.infor-
maeion to get a job done, or in getting information you can implement. in a
program? The Dissemination Anlysis Group definition li\ted four aspects
fbr dissemination: (1) to spread information, (2) to exchange information,
(3) to make choices of best information, and (4) to put that information to
work.

We have found that people ye all different when yt comes to adopting
change. First, there are people like yourselves who come to the National
Center looking for assistance in the change process. These people'are adven-
turesome,innovative, and anxious to be the first to start something new.
Then there is usually a gr99.that, having seen some initial results, become :

early adopters. Then comee-the majority of people--those who make deliberate
and careful chacagfonly after a process has been proven effective. Next'
are those who are fairly skeptical and will wait until almost everyone' else
has adopted the change before following suit. Last of all are the laggards- -
those people who simply will not change until pressure is so intense they
cannot survive without it.

If you keep in mind that there are four phases of dissemination and
that you are working with at leek five types,of people,.you will not expect
the same results everytime. You may want to think of your progiam in terms k
of the type of people with whom you are currently working and thb stage of
innovation adoption iri which you find them.

Let me tell you about some diffe44ct systems wp.hhe at the National
Center that you can use in your dissem ation programs. I would first

te- you thg-7=ERIC Clea-r-in-gbotrse- -on- Adult, Cared-r-, and Vocational

Education.--This is,one of sixteen clearinghouses,. each with a different
subject focus. Basically, what our clearinghouse does is try to get together,--
all of the documents and articles in our field,that ate worth sharing across
the nation. We put them in the.data base, and over time ERIC has 'acquired
about 175,000 documents in this well-organized system.

I



The ERIE system, in addition to receiving infoimation, has a couple of
ways to retrieve information. You can call'an ERIC Clearinghouse and some-
one on that staf is prepaied to help you with your question. They will ask
about your proble so they can determine if a computer search is needed.

,

Some-df.kou may feel that your institution should have its own tRIC
collection, but the price tag may not allow1,this very soon. These are a
number of agencies that can conduct searches for you. These are listed in
a directory that includes the agency, phone number, and service(s) are,avail-
able. Theke is also a separate dire'ctory for microfiche collections.

If you can state'your problem, there are skilled people at every ERIC
Clearinghouse who can help you find the information you want. Now I would
like to tell you about the'National Center Clearinghouse.

Rather than being a large system full of articles and documents, our
clearinghouse specializes in. information about funded projects. If you are
serious about getting into funded research,.one of the things you deed to
know is what types of projects are currently being fun led. By the summer
of 1981, we will have a system that allows anyone7to go to the computer
terminal (the same one you might run an ERIC search on) and tap into this
file of funded projects to find out who is-carrying out what types of efforts.
This can be exceedingly helpful to you in preparing proposals.

Now let me tell you a little about whit we know of projects funded in
1978 and 1979. You will find that 1,560 projects were funded in the two-
year period for a total of $39 million. For example, Illinois funded 114
projects for about $4 million, New Hampshire funded 2 projects for $20,000,
and Texas funded 95 projects for a little more than $4 million. As you can
see, there is quite a differylce in the amount-O4fe4deral money available
to the states. About one -third of the projects wv"for research, another
one-third were for innovative and exemplary demonstetation programs; and about
one-third were curriculum development projects. Thez'aver4ge.1/2ward was
$25,000. Approximately one-third of.the funding went 41.Our-year colleges
and universities. You also may be interested to know that problem d'eas were
funded: curriculum development, special neVds populations; planning, guidance,
equity, and rural youth development. You need to examine all available
sources to learn about the'projects already funded and to see where you
stand. With this in mind, you should be able to write better grant'and con-
tract proposals.

a.

The National Center Clearinghouse has also been working With the U.S.
Department of Defense in identifying military curricula that might be used
in vocational Programs. This inforpation-i's put on microfiche and is sent
out t9 instructional materials laboratories:in forty different locations
throughout the United States.

One other system that may be useful to you is the Resource and Zfprral
Service. Basically, tills service has built up a large file of information
on 1,000 organizations that could help you with educational problems,from a
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research perspective. We recommend that you go to the Regional Educational
-Laboratories to seek help first. If they cannot hell; you, then they will

contact us and we will try to supplement their information by identifying
organizations and people r'ca assist.

By way of summary, I encourage you to find out what is available to
you in your state. Check the various directories of available services.
Congider getting a computer terminal at your own iinstitution.- If you .cannot

find help nearby, call us. My last suggestion is to get involved with each
oher.
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ISSUES AND STRATEGIES OF RECRUITMENT
FOR BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

by

Dr. Donald H. Smith
Professor of Education'
Bernard M. Baruch College
City Colleges of New York

What I want to do this morning is give you a brief historical overview
of Black education, to discuss the social matrix from 1968 to the present,
to give you some idea of the things that have been happening to Black people
in education, and filially to talk with you about Black higher education,
recruitpent, and retention.

The history of Black education in America is the story of a struggle-
not only to gain oprft5ftunity with white Americans, but also to restore the

ancient tradition of scholarship and intellectual achievement that is an
important .part of our African heritage. The research of 14ancy Arnaz tells
us thatifrom as far back as prehistory in Thebes, there has been wide-spread
tempIebUildimg. Many of these temples were what we call "colleges" today.
It was to African Thebes that scholars from foreign lands came to study., It
was from African Thebes that religious ideas and architectural design spread
abroad. ,The ancient religion of Thebes gave birth to science, art, engineer-
ing, architecture, economics, and politics. It also gave birth to histoiy,
writing, music, medicine, dance, philosophy, and astrology.-

----teaming flourished among he Blacks -of-West African. One of the princi-
pal centers of learning was Timbuktu,, the center of intellectual life.
Students from all West Africa and scholars from Asia and European countries
traveled to the university at Timbuktu. There can be no doubt that Black
people in America have a tradition of scholarship and a love of learning;
but just as the Europeans and Asians subjugated the nations of tfrica for
many centuries with swords and trickery; so too did European Americans rob
Black Americans of'language, cultural traditions, and scholarship. Forqpd

to think in a language whose concepts of Black people and their African
heritage were all negative, Black AmeAcans not only were separated from
their legacy of educational and cultural strivings, but also came to inter-
nalize the oppressor's carefully engineered images of unworthiness.

liorUls, the history of educatio of Black Americans has been a tri-apartheid
struggle: (1) to achieve educatio aliparity with-whites, (2) to rediscover
and restore the once glorious tradi on of African scholarship in learning,
and (3) to correct the distorted image .f self and other Black selves. It

is in the context of this three-prong stru le thaL I want to present a brief
analysis of Black education in the last fife: years. The period of dis-

cussion is about 1967-68 CO the present. ! \

7
Let us look briefly at the social matrix against which Black education

must tie viewed. Nineteen sixty-eight was a pivotal year in the history of
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all Americans. It ways the zenith of civil rights activities he Birming-
ham movement and Ae great Washington march of,1963,, the Civil Rights Acts
of 1.964 and 1965, the elementary, and secondary education legislation aimed

at .the disadvantagedthe war on povertyall had a tremendous impact. Black
people were in revolt 411 over the country as cities burned and angry voices
spoke. At the same time, we were' involved,fk an unpopular war in Viet Nam
whose cost seriously'dr,ained the economic resources which might have made a
difference in the domes'tic war on poverty. Early in 1968, this war used
President Lyndon JOhnson to declare that he would not run again. Richard
Nixon pad Boby Kennedy emerged as the candidates most likely to succeed him.

1

Concurrent with the shocking news that Johnson was stepping down, another
event was unfolding JRich would influence Black welfare throughout the decade
of the. seventies and the years beyond. Dr. Martin Luther King;-Jr., the
Nobelopeace prize winner, a man who'had spoken out vigously against the war
and in turn had been-denounced by other Black civil rights leaders, was now
taking the step that would lead to his assassination" He organized a poor'
people's march on Washington, D.C., a movement phat brought Mexican-Americans,
Puerto Ricans, Native Americans, and poor whit4 together with Black people.
As these groups assembA;ed before the Lincoln emorial, Dr. King was detoured .

to Memphis to assist Black sanitation workers their struggle. He would
never arrive in Washington. The real threat tha an organized army of poor
pebple would present to corporate America was clirly perceived,, and the
threat was removed,by a single bullet.

As Dr. Bob Greene of Michigan State University and I sat alking in.
Dr. King's house the night before the funeral, we wondered about the extent of
the brutal assassinations which had already claimed President Kennedy, k

Megar Evars, and MalcolM X. Little did we know that Bobby Kennedy, who sat
directly across the room from us, would .be the next victim in a chairra
cruel events that would slowly begin to erode the hard-fought gains of the

.; Civil Rights Mbvement.

Hubert Humphrey won the Democratic nominaqon and narrowly lost the
election to Richard Nixon. In late NoveMber 1968, I sat beside Mr. Humprhey
on a flight from Minneapolis to Washington. He sadly confided to me his
belief that he had ()lie more week in his campaigaturn the tide against
Nixon. Perhaps ff he had disassociated himself from Mr. Johnson's decision
and had come out against the war earlier, he would not have needed another
week of campaigning. I did not tell him so, I just listened.

Had Mr. HumphrtIcwon the.yresidency, or had Bobby' Kennedy Aived to
become president,, t} 'last decade might have 'been one of continuous progress
for Black people. This progress might have been made not only in education,
but also in employmerif, housing, health, politics, and social areas,

.The law and order government of President Nixon succeeded in destroy g

what was left of the war on poverty and the Civil Rielts'Movement. The
U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity was diqmantled, and white students who
continued to'protes1 a-gainst,..soskm1 injust4ce were put to route and soon
found ecology a'safer cause to champion. Now Dr. Moynihan advised an
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`all- too - willing president to engage in denying neglect of Black people.
William Shockley; Arthur Jensen. and others supportvd,by government research

' '.fun revived the perniCiotit assertion of Black mnetic inferiority. Little
lOy ttle

9 the afro hair styles began to disappeaT, dnd the Black conscious7:
bess which formerly issued forth ina loud roar from themice of Black
politicians, educatOrs, and other leaders was now barely a whisper.

vy

In 1976, Dr. 'Chartc:s C. Hamilton, distinguished-professor of government
at 'Columbid University, authored.a paper for.the Democratic party's use in
the 1976 presidential' campaign. 'Professor Hamilton, who coauthored Black -

Power with Stokely Carmichael in 1f967", now advised the Democrats to adopt a
o i of deracialization as a political strategy. Writing in First World,

Hamilvon advised that 4eiacializ.ation6as a compromise would result in future
political gains,py Blacks. Subsequently, a Black electorate who never heard
candidate Jimmyrtrter utter a single phrase about Black needs, who'in fact
never heard hm use the word "Black"; gave him 94 percent- of their vote;
enough to turn*the tide of the election £n the Southand the industria
Northeastern states. NOt long after his eleation,President Garter held his
first town meeting in the all-white city.of Clinton, MassaOusetts...:It was
clear that what Hamilton believed td be wise political strategy was belting
,adopted as social policy. It was not until the Urban League Convention of
1977 that a single Black leaded- spoke against deracialization. Vernon
Jordan, Executive D ,,c 6r of the National Urban League, publicly chastised
President Carter or the neglect of Black needs, and only then did Mr. Carte?
begin to exiAgss home awareness of how he' etame president.

In 1978, Professor William Wilson's book, The Dedlining Significance of
Race: Blacks-and Changi American Institutigns, contributed to the growing
'mythology that Blacks no longer suffer because they are Black, but,because \\,
they belong 4. an unskilled, under-educated social class. One is reminded

/ of Richhrd Nixon's solution to lokrering the crime rate. He sj.mply,declared
that. the crime `rate had gone down. Well, maybe if enAgh people ptetend,
that race is no ltnger an important factor in American life and that racism
is on-the decline, all the proble s w j11 disappear. I .

,,,%apion th serious side, it is my bjlief that there are systematic efforts
on th- t uainess, government, and the mass mediato'de-emphasize not
just ra , but slackness. _Throughout the seventies, there have been subtle
as well as t efforts to force Black'people to stop emphasizing their
blackness.' Those' who do not give evidence.that'they understand the new rules
do,..not get hire d, do not get pfdmoted, and do not stay on the 'job. In a
period of serious economic recession such,as we have been'experiencing in .
the last seven years, he.pressure to exhibit appropridle conformist behavior
is great. The Black, middle class has bowed down to the 'pressure. They
spe,k to no, issues, assert no piessure, and display.ttle or no Black
con cioultness. In m'any ways, they-have readopted the white .cultnral model
as their own. The poorer Black people, howavei, who,have little,'and there-.

fo
..
re have little to lose, are still very angry. They want no part of white

social interactior, They are the people whose teenagers are 50 percent
unemployed and whose hatLep smolders. They are the people who'burst forth
in Miami and Walt, to bursd,forth.inmany other places. With the all too

I
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brief view of some of the key forceyaf,fecting Black life in the lase, decade,
let ps look specifically at_Black eaucation during that period.

Data from the U.S. Bureau of the Census provides comparisons between-,

Black QdUcational status in 1967 and 1977 and also compares Black advancement
with that of whites during-the same period. In spite of decreases in dropouts
.sand increases in college enrollment, dr uts continue to exceed college'
enrollment in 1977, as well as in 1967.

o

lack confinement in prisons is
stall greater than Black'enrollment in colleges. .

In 1967, 35 percent of all Blacks ages eighteen to twenty-four were
high school dropouts, compared to 18 percent of the white population. By

1977, the Black dropout percentage had decreased.to 24 percent and whites
to 15 percent. During the period of 1960 to 1976, BlackAvingreased,their
high school complAion rate significantly: from 41.5 percent to 74 percent. .

At the same time, whites improved their completion rate from 69.5 percent
to 85 percent. In 1967 among Blacks eighteen to twenty-four, 13 percent
were enrolled in college. By 1977, this figure had increased to 21 percent.
White college enrollment remained at 27 percent. Black, enrollment in under-
graauate schools is now about 10 percent, corresponding closely to the pro-
-portion of Blacks in the general population. For graduate and professionil,
students, however, Blacks are now highly undertepresented, at only 5 percent
of the total enrollment.

Among Black persons twenty -five to twenty-nine years of age in 1960,
the college completion rate was 5 percent. By 1976, that rate ha improved
to 11 percent. For whites the Completion rate increased from 14. percent to
28 percent. In 1976,,46 percent of all Black college student e e enrolled
in two-year community colleges. Less than a third oE whites were o enrolled.

Two-year colleges are frequently terminal points with no.guarantwad articu-
lation with bachelor degree granting institutions. More encouraang, however,
is the fact that almost 60 percent of the Black population betweien the ages
ot three and thirty-four is enrolled full time or part time in school,
exclusive of special schools'such as trade or business schools. This is the,
high9st percentage for,;any race. Farthgr% as Robert Hill's research veri-
fies, the overwhelming majority' of Black youths A the labor force are not
school dropouts, buf are high school or college graduates. That percentage
is 70percent of Blacks in the labor force. The analysis of key statistics
durihg the last fifteen years, and in some instances as far back as 1960,
indicates that Black people are making significant movement frpm the educa-
tional depths in which we were formerlx trapped.

..

,i

At the same time, it is also clear that a large gap retains between the ,

. educational attainment of Blacks and whites. In this regard, I would li.,:: '

to look at tido other areas of great disparity: occupational ovexqualL'Ication
and earnings for educational leyels. .Occupational overqualificarion refers
to the practice ofmrequiring minority males anti females to demonstrate
greater-skills fin- educational requirements when competing with majority

4till

ma s and femal6S for promotion or employment. The findings of the U.S.
Bu u of Labor Statistics indicate that overqualificatIon exists for all
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groups; however, in 1976,Jhigh school educated Black males were 50 percent

more likely to be overqualified for their jobs than high school, educated

white males. For Black males with college degrees, 25 percent were more
likely to be overqualified 4/6 white male college graduates. -

There are also large earnings differences at the varying educational

levels. As you very well know, the white high school graduate earns more

in a lifetime than the Black college graduate: So do not 1 anyone tell

you that education is the factor which will lead to equal y; that simply is

not true. It is an important factor, it is a Crucial fac dr,, but it is not

the factor. In a comparison of 1959 and 1976 statistics, both colleg, edu-
cated Blacks and whites have improved their earnings. Average yearly earnings

for Black males increased from $4,004 to $12,003. Salaries for Black female

college graduates are still'under those of Black male college graduates with

an increase from $2,007 to $9,008. But white male college graduates'
salaries increased from $6,008 in'1959 to$15,001 in 1976.'

Clearly a comparison of salary levels for Black Males and females with

white males reveals a great disparity. For noncollege graduates, the gap

is even wider. When all education lelYels are compared, theMedian white
family income increased from $5,008 in 1960 to $15,005 in 1976. Among

Bitckg and other nonwhites, the median income increased from $3,002 to

$9,00A. Blacks and other nonwhites' received incomes of less than two-thirds

that of whites. By 1977, earnings for white households had dropped to
$14,002, but Black nusehold earnings had dropped to little more than half

this amount: ,$8,004.

What is appareht from all social indicators is that Black educational
attainment in the last fifteen years has'improved, and this improvement has

.generally resulted in greater income. Yet it is equally clear that there

are still major inequalities in educational attainment and salary improv-

ment between the races.

Now let us focus specifically oly higher education./ American higher
education has entered a period where, except" for a handful of elite_private
institutions, almost all colleges and universities are struggling with a

combination of factors. These factors include declining enrollment, dimin-

ishing resources, and higher costs. The competition fon.students is so ,'"!

.intense that many universities have already lowered or are considering

lowel..ing their admission standards. Higher education is clearly becoming

a student's and not a university's market. According tp a recent report by

the College Entrince Examination Board and the American Association of Col-

legiate Registrars and Admissions Office, sour out of fiv4kapplicants'to

public and private institutions are gaining admission. Pot the two-year

institutions, 90 percent are accepting every applicant. Accordingly, students

are now so confident of their acceptance that among current college freshmen,

38.5 percent applied to only one college, and 16.5 percent applied to only

two colleges. Thus, 55 percent of She class of 1984 felt reasonably Certain
of getting into the college of their choice.

How to increase or even maintain student enrollment at a time'when all

colleges and 'universities are vying for students is a crucial issue for..
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Bleekdeolleges.and'universities. There is no.questiun in my mind ,that
Black colleges and universities should survive. .Indeed, they must survive:'V
not only because of their distinguf4hed history of educating large numbers
of Blackmen,nd women, but also because of the clear and present need for
their future effortS.

).

,

Before'I talk further about the Black aolieges,,let me speak briefly
on the white.university, environment. Under the auspices of the National .

Adviory Committee on ack Higher Education in Black Colleges end Univer-
sities, I vfsited the cam ses of seven predominately white universities.
These campuses included three public and four private institutions in four '
geograghicalvregions. In assessing the admissions and attrition problems of
Black students at Harvard, Rutgers, Duke, Stanford, and the Universities of
California, Los Angeles, .University of Chicago, and University of Michigan,
I became even more convinced of the ,need for Blackcolleges and universities.

.L.

At eve,cy one of these predominately white universities, I found BlaCk
students with a nigh dpgree of alienation and loneliness, and varying
degrees of cultural/racial confusion. In all but one of the universities,
Duke, Black students were being humi ted by campus police and' by openly
hostile students and faculty who cha nged the Black students' rights to
be at-the university. 'Black students complained of curriculum and instruction-
that ignored their hisII:Ivby and culture. At the same time, the Black students
were made to feel both different, and unworthy because they are Black. They
receive messages that-aTie, are no different fr ther student, that they

.

t'"'
ought to deracialize-the elves and., forget ab the Blackness. They
should be 'just like elier y'else, Thae!.is the source of the great culture)/
racial con0.ion char'nela sttkien4'are experiencing on these white campuses:
Yet, at verry,-Famrio.thet I visittd, tire "Black.Table" was very, much in
eviidence intdining:sfacili as was the event of Blacks rooming with other
,BlaCks. Whther.infpri Blact, or in .integrated dormitories, Black
students chp to bokvith gi5:theri Accordingto studenl testimony, the
clannishness' of many gka tudents on white campuses was a'matter of mutkal
protection' from a ho ale white environment, rather than a grouping basedr .,
on positive feelings owaWother Ii lack people. A

In- essence, Black.siudents are victims of a "Catch 2.2." They are discri-
minated.against andt1'.4rial151- because they are Black, yet at the same time,
they are told it is 14 their,best interest to stop thinking\of themselves

, .

as Black. Unfortunately, on all of these campuses there are few cultural
models and even fewec Cultural advocates who can ;elate to and help the
Black students calla in a whirlwind 'of racial and ident14,ty conflict. Trained
Black counselors'ard almost nonexistent on the southern campuses. Only a
handful of Black professors and administrators could be identified, and
according to the student 4 interviewed, only a few of these Black faculty
members nd4stand thgm.)Support them, and take stands on their behalf. I

was t surkised to discover that Black faculty do understand the issues
and problems which_Black students face fax better than white faculty and
administrators. But Black faculty'and adminiqtrato s are so few in number
that they represent no' critical mass, and they, too are victimized by the
racism which- in turn injures,the students.
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It is no wonder that the University of Michigan and the University of

Chicago have acknowledged dropout rates of approximately 43 percent for
Black students. UCLA-and Rutgers provided incomplete data, but from the
data they did provide, one can,infer high attrition. Stanford claimed that
no data was available On this subject, while Duke's dropout rate was 20
percent. Only Harvard, the most se)ective of the universities, claimed'low
attrition for Black students.

y Without question, the Black colleges and universities are desperately
needed by Black people. They are needed not only because they

they
how to

provide higher education for flack youth, but also because they are committed
to this effort. They are also needed because they offer the emotional and
social environment where Blacks' self - esteem is nurtured toward healthy
maturity. Education and personal grouith can take place at Black colleges
in an atmosphere relatively free, of the hostility and pressures of a white
.environment. In this environment of acceptance, the attrition rates are
about 26 percent, as compared to the attrition rates of 37 percent for Black
students in white universities. Astin states, "The higher attrition rate
appears to be attributable in part to the-effect of attending the white col-
lege, rather than the differences in the initial dropout-proneness between
Blacks in white colleges and Blacks in Black colleges."

I have been on many Black campuses; at Whiley, where my father was
dean of music;, at Texas College, where I mptriculated my freshman year; at
Jackson State, Hampton Institute, Florida A & M, Texas Southern, North .

,Carolina A & T,,Southern University, Morgan State, and Central State, where
I lectured; at Morris, Brown and'Aethune-Cookman,- where I served as an
advisor from the Rockefeller Foundation to their presidents; and at Atlanta
University, where I have been a visiting professor and chairman of.the
Advisory Committee of the Doctoral Program in Educational Administration.
Bleck colleges are emotional havens for our people. A first-time visitor
is able to feel the love, the concern, the sense of community, of belonging
that is shared by the college family.

Yet, in spite 'of the sense of comfort that Black students feel on Black
campuses, in spite of the track record of the historically Black colleges,
the majority of Black college students are turning away' from their heritage
to seek higher education in white institutions. There are probably many
reasons for Black students'preferrtng white schools, among them are superior

P facilities (including research regburces), (2) a belief that the education in
white institutions is superior to the education available in Black institu-
tions, (3) similar parental beliefs which influence student choice, and
(4) in many instances, greater financial* assistance.

In 1964, 51 percent of the Black college students were in predominantly
Black colltges. Two years later, this percentage had declined to 48 per-
cent. By 1976, only 18 percent of Black college students were enrolled in
HBCs (historically black colleges), with another 12 percent in newer,
"dominatly Black colleges. The other 70 percent were in attendance at
vredominately white colleges. Of 'this 70'percent, almosX half, (46 percent)
were enrolled in two-year communiti colleges.

1
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During the period 1966 to 1976,,. Black college enrollment increased
277 percent as compared to the whitc: enrollment increase of 51 percent. This

II tremendous growth in Black enrollment took-place primarily in white institu-
tions that are largely undistinguished, and almost hal.f of which, offer only r.

two-year terminal degrees. At the same time, the HBCs were experiencing
steady but lower gNw.th rates. The pendulUm has taken a slight turn back
toward the Black collNes,,with private HBCs experiencing a recent 12.4
percedt increase in freshman enralfment.

4

The United NegrioCollege Fund attributes this upswing to the following:

1. The lower cost at HBCs, (an average of 20 percent les.s than public
or private white.colleges),

2. The HBCs are viewed as success groups by poor students.

3, The return of the concept of attending a Black school: a reaction
to the feelings of isolation 'experienced by Blacks on white Campuses
in' the '60s.

4. Second generation college students are asserting th
tion in returning to Black colleges.

family, tradi-

Thus you have two facets to the situation: a great percentage of Black
students are turning away from the 'the HBCs, yet there is still a steady
increase in the HBC enrollmenr.

How, then, can the HBCs capitalize on these modern trends? 'How can
HBCs attrac students who might otherwise go to white collc'es, institutions
that have One powerful pcTsuapive tools of more money, court-ordered deseg-
regation mandates, superior resources, and an image of providing "a better
education" for Blacks as well as other students?' How can HBCs maintain a
state of steady increase? I hope I have,some strategies to present that
can accomplish these goals.' I have grouped the strategies in two categories:
internal strategies and external strategies.

We deal first with the internal strategies. A major aspect in the
preparation for recruitment of increasingly largek.numbers of Black students
is the creation and marketing of an Lducational commodity that is both
attractive and saleable. Such a product requires a thoughtful analysis of
the following items:

1. Who are the Black colleges,-that is, what is their identity in
the 1980s?

2. What is the philosophical mission of the Black colleges in the

1980sr

3. Whom shall.the'Black colleges educate in the 1980s1 ?
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4. How shall curriculum and instruction be adjusted to serve the identity,
mission, and student population?

First, let me. address identity. The-question of who the Black colleges
and universities are and what is their identity would have resulted in a far
less Lumplex answer before the integration movement and court-ordered deseg-
regation of th)Klast two decates.

Though 102 historically 9lack colleges could not and cannot be viewed
as a monolith, tlipre was a general, common agreement that Black colleges,
as Benjamin E. Mayes described them, were colleges "born to serve Negroes,
just as white colleges are designed primarily to meet the needs of white
America."

Elias Black, Linda Lambert, and Joseph Martin, defined historically
Black colleges as "institutions that were founded primarily for black Ameri-
cans, although their charters were, in most instances, not exclusiopary.

.These are institutions serving or identified with service to black Americans."

Throughout our history, Black colleges have been Lnstitutions where
Black Youth could receive an education that wou;k1 strengthen their self-
esteem, promote cultural pride, prepare for a cgreer or vocation, develop
standards of morali;y, and increase powers of thought. These are some of
the important elements that have made Black colleges an emotionally comfort-
able and academically rewarding place to learn.

Some recent developments have led to an emerging Black college identity
which leaves me fearful. I fear that the winds of change may blow the Black
colleges in an unfortunate, unseemly direction. I fear that the unwarranted
pressure from the governmen.t and the courts to integrate Black colleges
which were not segregated, the'neea to recruit 'students (some of whom may be
white), and the general n'a'tional pretense of deracialization may cause the
Black colleges to change their time-honored images of themselves. Recently
I'read an article entitled "Enrollment of White Students in Historically
Black Colleges." It was coauthored by admissions and registration officers
of five HBCs: Kentucky State, Jackson State, Tennessee State, Universities
of"Arkansas at Pine Bluff, and LeMoyne-Owen College. The article deals
with techniques used by those institutions and others to recruit white
students. The techniques appear useful in recruiting either Black or white
students., But what is alarming about the article is its assertion that,
".the recruitment of white students requires that the white community no
longer view these institutions as Black." The implicatior4 is very clear.

If Black institutions are not to be viewed as.Black by the white community,
then they feel they have to changektheir images so that they are no'longer
Black. I think that is deadly. With the exception of three institu \ions
that have changed Cher identity, the Black colleges have historically been
Black, are Black, and mugemain Black. Black .is not simply the color of
the student body; it is possible for white students to attend Blacarcolleges
as long as they (and evewbody else) know the identity of the colleges. But

first, the collnes themsblves must express and clarify who they are. There

is now a great state of philosophical flux as Black colleges try to make
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this determination. No matter what ti-12 circumstances, HBCs must not allow
themselves to be,coerced into a neuter, or.laorse, a white identity. Just.
as. a poSitive Black identity is essential to the good. mental health of Black
people, positive Black identity is essential for. the good mental health of
our colleges and universities. Haryard would not give up.its identity to
attract a few Black students.' Nor should' Kentucky State give up its identity
to attract a)few white students,,. Clearly, this first internal strategy of
self-clarification is essential. If a Black college begins to project an
image of itself that is something other than Black, what would be the induce-
ment for Black students to attend that college unless they, too, wanted to
think of themselves as something other than Black?

Now let us de. A1P the second internal strategy: the.mission. The
mission of the Black .allege should be based upon the aforementioned knowl-

, edge of its,self -defi ed identity, and upon the special needs of the popula-
tion it intends to serve.

\$
Samuel buBois Cook provides us \ith an excellent statement of the dual

mission of the Black college:

sl The Black college has the same general mission as a white
college, but additionally, the Black college has a special
and unique purpoge, The Black college, thus has a" dual
mission. It is about human excellence, the superior edu-
cation and training of tender minds, nourishment of the
creative imagination, and reverence for, learning; it is
also about the development of moral varacter.and the
production of better men and women fork a qre humane, decent,
and open world.

Academic excellence and c,he development of moral men and women to better
the world are the cornet stones of a Black college education. In his sqate-
ment, President Cook makes clear his belief that the emphasis on moral
development is the "special, unique" purpose of Brack colleges; a purpose
trot generally associated witkwhite'colleges. ti

I believe that both, academic excellence and morality peed fat more
debate, discussion, tnd elucidation than my talk gill permit. Perhaps they
could be the themes of a futeira national conference: a National Association
for Equal Opportunity in higher education (NAFEO) conference, or an American
Black Cof].ege'Conference (ABC). But I would like to say briefly that I
believe we have reached1R point of maturity as a people where we can deal
seriously with rigorous academic demands. It is true that a great many of
our youngsters come from e4ticational environments that havenot prepaied
them for college level work. We must take them as they come to us, teaching
them skills and attitudes, doing the remediation, and providing the informa-
tion with which they can navigate choppy academic waters. But an individualized,
slowly paced starU-does not imply the need to move slowly all the way to the
finish line. Upgrading the course requirements and expectations for our
students is an obligation. We must also increase our expectations for faculty
performance in the classroom, in researchv-and in scholarship. We must
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reinforce those student's and faculty who are already achieving at high
levels, inspire others to grow and reach,their full potential, and commend
those who have done their best--whether thei' best is exemplary- or not.

Academic excellence is not a lofty ideal, it is a necessity. It can
be achieved. The adjestment for some of ,our faculty and students will be
difficult at first. But I have no doubt that, the long-term gains of creat-
ing and propagating collegiate environments of academic excellence will
attract far more students and faculty than it wilt lose.

The matter of morality also requires o most thoughtful deliberation.
As President Mays has pointed out, "Whqe eges serve white interests,"
and as President Cook has observed, the difference between the mission of
the Black college and that of the white college is.the attention that Black

$
J4Jcolleges do give and must ge to moral character de>41:opment,

I believe that'a curriculum of moral development on a Black campus
ought to include,a complex of in-class and out-of-class experiences which
help our students to acquire not ply qualities that will make them more
decent, humane citizens of the Drifted States, but, also qualities of an
international Black consciousness.

, Great Black leaders such as Marcus Garvey, Paul Robeson, Martin Luther
King, Malcolm X, and Andrew Young have helped us to understand the inter-
relationship betweell the welfare of the lahprer in Chicago and the jaiamoniol
mines worker in South Africa; betwe,en the importance of the vote in Birming-
ham, Alabama, and in Zimbabwe, Rhodesia. The struggle of Black people in
America is a link in the struggle of- African people the world over. The
development of moral character at Spelman College, Houston-Tillotson College,.
or any Black college must include the dsvelopment of an international Black
conciousness which wAldhelp our studeilts, in the words of Paul Freire,
"to learn to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions and to
take action against the oppressive elements of reality." To advocate inter-
national Black consciousness'is not to ignore the fact that most of the civil
rights leaders orthe sixties movement came from the Blac colleges.. It is
not to ignore the fact that African or Afro-American studi/es are being offered
on most campuses, or that Black colleges have a history of educating African
students It is simply to state that in a period of conservatism such as
we are now experiencing in Atherica, where ItlacIs concerns and Black welfar,e

tare once again being ignored, we cannot afford to let ourselves and our stu-
dents lose the consciousness that Dr. King, Malcolm X, and others helped us
achieve. I do not believe that tt is our job as educators to incite onto
chart courses of resistance for our students; but I do submit that it'is out
responsibility,to provide them with the4criteria for their own moral behavior
and to help them see the inconsistencies in international morality. What
course they decide to follow is d personal decision.

When the word goes forth that Black colleges are seri sly pursuing
academic excellence and area giving the kind of moral education that helps
young Black men and women gain not only their personal emanicipation, but
also strengthens their links with the welfare of their African ancestors,
a clear choice will b evident. No white college could present such a
program.
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Now we turn to the question of whom shall the Black colleges educate
in the eighties? The answer to that question follows fl,om the resolution

, of the identity issue and mission statement.,

Black colleges should continue their historical mission of educating
6
,6Black people. The concept of international Black consciousness, however,
-'s.uggests that in addition to this primary responsibility to Black Americans,

. HBCs should seek out increasing numbers of African and other third world
students. White students from America and abroad should be welcomed and
recruited; but not at the sacrifice of reduced services to Black students,
and not at the sacrifice of changing the institution's cultural identity
and curriculum.

It is apparent that many of the_HBCsi have made and are making curricu-
lar changes that are in tune. with the career and vocational demands of the
eighties; that is, changes in terms of where the jobs are and where they will
be. Surely, as money and staff sources permit, these revisions will continue.
What I want to suggest, in addition, is that a curriculum ought to reflect
expanded concepts of the college's moral mission in the eighties. Curriculum
and instruction must not only prepare Black students for the real economic
market, but also stimulate them to think critically about their political
and cultural existence in a society which will grant equality only to those
groups who demonstrate strong cultural, political, and economic solidarity.

. That is an obligation of the HBCs.

Once the hard phirosophical introspec1ia4 has tak&I place, then the:
external,strategies can be considered. I will offer. four such strategies:
(1) promoting the new image, (2) working to revise or amend siTft-x)r federal
policies that inhibit improvement, (3) developing recruitment consortia, and
(4) new markets of recruitment.

First, in terms of p7omoting the image, I suggest that the HBC, conduct
an advertising Campaign under the auspiceg of the National Alliance of Black
School Educators (NAFEO), or as a joint effort with the United Negro College
Fund. This should be S massive advertising campaign, in which a Black 6t.

advertising firm is engaged to promulgate a new image of the HBCs. Radio
television, newspapers, periodiecals, and brochures would proclaim the attrac-
tiveness apd availability of a first-rate education, which emphasizes academic
excellenc morality, and social consciousness; all in an atmosphere of
concern An acceptance. The media blitz should be directed at Black high
schools and guidance \counIelors through churches, discos, pool halls, and
other social scenes.

* On the topic of amending state and federal policies, there are a number
of state and federal policies that do not fully address the special problems
of the pdack colleges. They are too many policies to talk about here, but A
they are outlined in tleo excellent documents that I will note. The National
Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education in Black Universities has pub-
lishcd Access of Black Americans to Higher Education: How Open Is the DoorL
Another publication by the.committee is called Black Colleges and Univers)
ties: An Essential Component of a Diverse System of Higher Education.
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6uffice it to say here that state regulations, which limit out-of-state
and out-of-country enrollments, severely inhibit recruitment by public HBCs.
Matching funds requirements, which force HBCs to use precious operating-
capital, seriously restrict services that can be provided. This problem
also affects faculty plaries. Title III grants, originally earmarked to
help HBCs, are now being designated for the development of white institutions
as utell, thereby depriving HBCs of badly needed financial assistance.

40
These are issues that the National Alliance of Black School Educators

and other Black interest groups are aware of and are attempting to address.
Many of you are also aware that during this past summer, President Carter
signed an executive order that directed every bianch of the federal government
to increase the benefits of those various branches to Black colleges. He

also instructed the various branches to look at.their regulations that pro-
hibit and preclude full participation of Black colleges.. We must wait to
see what happens. An executive order has been signed, but orders in previous
generations have not necessarily been fully implemented. I cite Brown vs.
the Board'of Education; not an executive order, but a Supreme Court decision,
as ari example of a court decision that did not have an impact on actual
practice. So the mere signing of an executive order does not imply that
there will be smooth sailing for the'HBCs. Therefore; I suggest that_pres-
sure be applied by the Black colleges to be sure that this executive ordea-
is full) enforced. This pressure could come in any number of ways. The
Most important way is to prepare position papers for the Black legislators
in Congress who can support the Black colleges. But before they can give
such support,they need clear data. They must know the positions of the
Black colleges. That is the first step. Another is to get your alumni
association members to communicate with their legislator---Black, white,
Hispanic, or whoever they may be. Getyour alumni, associations to put
pressure on the legislators now,

Let me move along to recruitment. In this area, HBCS. are encouraged
to pool their resources and develop recruitment consortia. Such an arrange-
ment might include the grouping of five to ten college recruitment staffs
that could cover a territory much broader than any Ondividual effort.
After learning about the colleges in the consortium as a whole, students
would then be .allowed to make personal choices.

Consortidm arrangements are not new to Black colleges; some have
engaged in thisactivity for many years. What I am suggesting is that a
stronger, more systematic consortia effort today will offer groups of
colleges the potential for broad and efficient recruitment. A variation on
recruitment staffs' pools would also allow the various consortia tobnploy
the assistance of Black educational firms in recruiting efforts.

Now let me talk about new markets. In addition to influencing.Black
American students .to come to Black colleges, the HBCs should look to new
international markets of Black and.other third world students... For example,
Nigeria cannot possibly accommodate the higher education needs of its
100 million people, even with its seven new universities.

-r---
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In the academic year of 1979, there were 264,000 foreign students in
American colleges and universities. Eighty-nine thousand of them came from

Cothe Organization of Petroleum Exporting Co ntries (OPEC). Saudia Arabia,
for example, has decided that ft is bet Cr to spend $25,000 a year,per stu-
dent to send them to America than to develop their own specialized facilities.
Hong_Korrg has 100,000 high school graduates per year eligible for college,
but-has only 25,000 university openings. Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic,
Haiti, the Virgin Islands, and the other Caribbean nations all have large
Black populations that would find a relevant Black education appealing.
This is also true of the 50 Million Black, people in Brazil.

The utiliz
ta

tion of educational consortia or fiyms to recruit students
) is only one method of tapping this enormous third world source. Another

approach is to enter into direct contracts with third world governments ___

to educate large numbers of students. Such contracts-might provide hand-
some income, and thus increase the HBCs capability to offer high-level,
specialized programs.

.

.
..e

In summary, j,n the eighties we must look to Africa% to Latin America,
to the Middle East, and even to the Far East for new populations who we can
educate and with whom we can develop healthy economic and political alli-

.

ances to make the world better for all peppfe.

4 '..%

The historically Black colleges have been important instruments in the
unfinished job of Black American cultural and educational emanicipation.
By reaching out and linking themselves to people of all colors all over
the world, the Black .colleges will help to accelerate liberation of Black
people, our international brothers and sisters, white Americans, and the
international white community. Once we free ourselves, we also free those
who oppress us.
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RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION OF STUDENTS
IN PREDOMINANTLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

by"
Dr, William Moore, Jr.

Professor
Department of Educational Administration

Ohio'State University

t.p.

At various times throughout history, up to 90 percent of the students
enrolled in traditionally Black colleges were not considered "college
material" by other institutions. To their great credit, these Black

lieges have proved the predictors to be wrong. Eighty-seven-per,cent
o 11 Blacks who hold baccalaureate degrees obtained them from tradition-
ally'Black colleges. This is also true for 80 percent of Blacks who hold
doctorate degrees. My own background is a case in point.

It was suggested that Idiot even attempt high school. I will 1040'

honest; it took me five years and two summers to get my diploma. Simila0y,
it took four and a half years for me to earn a baccalaureate degree. WhO'n

I am being facetious, I often say.that I graduated from undergraduate school
with distinction. I was third in my class--from the bottom.

The college counselor also advised me that a master's degree 'was out
of the question. But while I ranked near the bottom of my undergraduate
class of twenty-five, k_ was in the top ten out of-2,200 when I received
my master's degree. PeFfraps there is a lesson here for the predictors.

One of th things that Black institutions had in their favor before
Brown vs. To a (1954) is that they had a captive clientele. The over-
whelming number of B cks who attended college were forced into Black
institutions either cause their economic situation or achievement level
precluded them from many white inst44utions, or because they lived in an
area of the country where segregation laws were in forte The Black
institution's cl entele, therefore, was readily identifiable. That
condition no lo er prevails. Black institutions must compete for students
in the same w as other colleges.

The theme of this conference, articulation, recruitment and retention,
reflects today's concern for the pool of available students. I translate
those dimensions to mean (1) communication, (2) attracting students to
the institution, and (3) holding them once the-rhgre-been recruited.

Communication suggests that we as i titutioW, will provide information
to and seek input, from the group wr want erve. It also means indicating
who we are, %That we do, how we expect to what outcomes we anticipate,
and what adeantles we expect to givt our clients. There are, of course,
elaborate models for the development of a workable system for this
articulation or communication

4
They all require a systematic process of

action and interaction between the institution, the public, and the-specific
source(s) that the. institution wants to keep informed.
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With regard to recruitment, I am conviaced thatIg there are more than

e..
enough students to.popilAkty our ii%tioc.utions. This particular area of

. concern Will be explored in more detail later. Getting student into or

* . collegei, is,,not nearly as dIfficUlt as keeping them there until tfter

raduate. .Reteqtion Is a-more difficu t task because it not only depends

1101
on the efforts of.'a much larger group of eople, but also deails'with a .

4'in ch greater variety of philosophies, attitude§, and commitments. This

patticulatly tru' when many students' academic performance is less than
.

what4e faculty expects, .N

0
Black institutions, like many other Instit ions: are confroUted with.

,.

-

several .1:1'robLems. Onp is the need for an adequate data bank. It.,is

'immortline to generate factnal data and then to systematically develop and
present that informaelon inLsuch a way that it isliuseful to those we are \

0

,' trying'co'inYluence as well as those we are toying for serves
.

.

A second problem pat confront's Black colleges is the need form°
research related to articulation, recruitment, and retention. Moore an

Wagstaff t1_974) found that of 3,228 Black educators sampled, onl 5 pecitt
-,were involved in'research. Of-this 5 percent, many were workin in \

,

olnantlx.white resedrc institutions. Clearly, those whcl were

ducting research were not doling so in the areas of our concern.
4 o

Atthough we,cannot explore, all of our ptoblems relating to the theme
this confetgrice, perhaps we can look more clearly at one of them:

recruitment. It cart bq argued tha0bur present l'ecruirment methods are
very imaginaive., We never seem to seek students with the persistence'
of an at.h1cgtic 'Coache,S identify and pursue potential athletes who
live in places soiremote thdt telephones, toilets, apd even roads are

}But if the student ,has t requisiCe skill that e t,oach i

seeking, the student is reached; It c n alsp be argued that we ,re
parochial in_ r recruitment efforts. , ost of us utilize well-kn wn.
proLeduresand techniques, such as contacting high schools and distributing
-literature. Rarely do we go wheet-mtny of our potential llienes are or
Place our literature in Chose areas. ,

Potential student& spend much of their time in pizzeixias and fast
bfpod establishments; motorcycle' shops, record stores, beauty salons,
and other such places. -./ever find college broch res in these places,
yet at the locatio0, they dould reach, many note students.

4:

A few yearns ago, one college recruited 800 high school graduates in

four weeks: At the same time, many traditionalists in the admissions
office were 'saying that it could not,be done. Likewise, when one local
school stiperintendepttold our institution that he would not release names
of the graduating seniors, our admissions people said, "We told yciu so."
put while the-superirndent'S,refusal was inconvenient, it did not make
us'immoqile. We simply located commencement programs for all of the high
schools .Then, with the help of work study students and the
telephone bookill we located most of t- he graduates. .In cases where this

.

method did not work, we wepE to the restaurapts,.rethrd.storgs, and so
forth. fn theend, over 80 percent of the .st4pents-were located.
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In other areas, we used 'different tactics to make sure the public,

knevi what we hackto offer. We setup offices in the high schools. Where

did we get the money for this? We had no special funds. Each week, we

asked our counselors to spend a half-day in a specific high school. The

only thing we requNted from that school was that they give us a desk, a
chair and a space. The school people cooperate a the students came-
not many at first,'but the number continued to 1Tcr'base.

We also went to Me local, professional basketball organization and
asked, "Will ydu help Lief Will you put this message in your program for us?"'

/St We went to the local newspaper and said, "In the Sunday supplemet we would
like you to include our d as a community service." We went to a local
motel and asked if we couAl:displaY our pamphlets there. It-might seem
like a strange place, but we were aware of our community.

T ere are many other imaginative ways to recruit students: At one

school e used slide presentations. We also placedthe presentatfons in
banks, hurches, bars, and in pool halls. We used posters with tear-off

cards t at a potential 'students to write down their name, address, aid

phonenumber'if t were interested in any of the programs presented On

the poster. On the cards, we offered to talk to them by phone, in person,

or by letter. And, believe it or not; the greatest response came from
bars! Peopl% sitting in these places are interested in getting ahead,
yet they do notknow what the lbcal college has to offer.

of.

Mobile counseling units can also be, used in recruiting efforts. ;ye

bought a v and added alicouch, a desk, and brochures. We moved that van

through,thenommunity to areas where something was happening and people
Were gathering. We went to the factory workers and got those people
interested. At'one location we pulled, up next to a catering 'company truck and

started giving away our own coffee. Since tfle catering people did not
.-) like this, we made a d-en with theffi.liee agreed not to give away free

coffee if they would put our broch2sres ip their sandwich bags.
' .

As you'can see, recruitment is not a hard task if yOu,learn to use
your imagination. Retention, however, is a different story. Retention

is difficult for many reasons: For one thing, students may have prpblems
unrelated to school that distract them from their school work. But you

must not allow yourself to become dysfunctional from listening to their

t44les of woe. Aside pressures
b

aressOm thing you can understand, but

,
there is no much you can do about them Ydu can do something about their

education, While students will take everything that is given, the s

institution and the teacher must insist on something in return. Students

stay in school when we makd demands on them to get an education. Respon-

sibiliv is the one thing you ought to demand from tour students. At the

same Arlie, }you not only have to deal with students, but also care about
.0. them; how they speak and how they-dress.

.
. .

Recellefy, i*indy got up at a talk I was giving in Philadelphia and
said to me, "You're saying that we- should make sure these students can
read And write English. Who am 1 to be telling students their Black

language is wrong?" And I answered her, "I hope you are the teacher. You'

are supposed to be able to help students improve their standard English.
The day they include the 'so called'"Black laripage" on the GRE and other
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such tests is the-day" when it will be all right to use it. WhatI am
saying, then, is that one emphasis to. make in the business of retention
Is to ensure that our teachers are doing their jobs.

Like faculties in any institution, faculties in the Black' colleges'
are interested in politics, power, policies, and rewards. Their" commitment
to the educative process is not always as strong as it was in the past.
Once facplty members had to go out and hustle students in order to. keep
their jobs. ThSt is n?'1odger true, If our students are going to be
retained, our educatiqilal delivery system will have to change. Thus,
we have the need for faculty development.

One reason that faculty deVelopment is necessary is to reach a full
1 50percent of the students who come to college and cannot read at the

eighth-grade level. Of that 50 percent, nely 80 percent read at the
fifth-grade level. Another reason is that in'Yierlem only three students in
every 100 gradu from high school. In 'beher cities, 90 percent of all
black high school uates are girls,

.

Faculty development is a multi-
dimensional process involving both skill de'Vellopment and attitude
adjustment. The.job is difficult, but theqed is .there

,

As you can see, this process bf retention requires instruction,
involvement, and comftitment. In this train of thought, I offer the cdmment
that it takes work to

,

make.all aspects of-education better. It may help
,.

' you to know that at Stanford, Ohio State, Berkeley, and at many other
schools, there, are all kinds of remedial courses foli educators. There,
should be no stigma involved in taking these courses. I suggest that you
have every right to ask for the training you need to do your job, and

istrators have the right to involve the faculty at these institutions
e effort to retain students. They know about current research and

have,most of the requisite skills to help you. Make use of them..
fl.

In summary, you forget- that the areas of recruitment and
retention are .interrelat.. Students who benefit from good instruction
will go out and recruit more students for you than anyone else. When
we-care abodt whatxpur students learn and what they do, we do not 'let-
them develop habits that will lessen their chances to succeed after school.
Retention depends a great deal on the instructional staff and the support
that you give to that staff. Keep in mind the demands that you should
make on them. These are the ktnds of thidAS that will help us retain
students.

...

remember that all institutions, particularly those working with
academically deficient students, need structure. Structure y.aur
institution so that it provides a good education. In sist on quality frpm
.the.faculty members and from the students. Do not allow anyone.to lower
your Standards. In short, changes can be made in every aspect of modern
education; especially if you remember that cooperation is preferable
pressure. We should do what we must do. The alternative is unthinlablt.
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COUNSELING: A CAREER /VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERVICE

1-by

Dr. Laurabeth H. Hicks
Director, Division of Occupational Planning
Office Vocational and Adult Education
United States Department of Education--

Within the overall theme of this conference--"Improving Vocational Educa-
tion Programs in Historically and Predominately Black Colleges and
Universities"--I have been requested to discuss the topic, "Increasing the
Capabilities of Vocational Educators to' Provide Vocational Counseling to
Minority Students." I was further asked to define strategies for counseling
minority students in vocational education, to define the means for ensuring
that minority students are "counseled" into occupations that provide some
economic benefit.

I alsio want to spend time discussing the need for providing and person-
alizing career and occupational information. This includes sharpening the
_student's awareness of potential economic benefits derived from a career in
any given area.- I further wish'to discuss the prgision of vocational coun-'
seling within the context of career planning services, since many related.
services (including 'counseling) are grouped under this rubi!.

o

We often encounter difficulty with the term "counseling" because the
term has been around for a long time. Everyone seems to understand it,
but each individual gives a very different interpretation to.its meaning.
To avoid this dilemma, I often use the term "helping" in place of counseling,
advising, consulting, and so on, and will probably do that as I continue
this discussion.

Actually, the term "counseling" grew out of the vocational guidance move-
ment during the Parsonian period. At that time, it was synonymous with
gathering data on individuals and occupations and correlating the two. -

Counseling, as we know it today, is cone rned with helping individuals
learn new ways of dealing with'and adapting to life situations. It is a

process thrOugh which people are helped to develop sound decision-making
processes in an individual or group Setting. Leona Tyler defines the purpose
of counseling as being aye to facilitate wise choice§ of the sort onwhich
the person's later development depends.

Frequently, I will u se career and voc- ation as almost interchangeable
term§, Career is defined as "a'work or vocational experience that an indi-
vidual selects to pursue through life." The "work" implies along -term
,commitmen.t to_a certain profession or occupation. It also indicates advance-
ment and achievement in a Heist that requires signifi t training, frequently
a 't.,cliege degree, before' it is entered (C. Randall PoW711 and Donald K. Kirts

-..

4, 1980).
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Career planning:of some dimension takes place throughout the life of
in individual. Cartier'planning services often 'represent an expansion of
the other services provided on a campus,,suck as placement, admissions,
infLrmation, library services, and testing. In some instances, all these
areas (except for perhaps library services) comprise the counseling service.
provided on college campuses.

The career planning process involves three major activities: self-

assessment, career exploration and placement. These activities are most
successful when they are part of an integrated system of career planning
services and are integral to all of the other educational%experiences.pro-
videdat the institution. The idea of career planning is also enhanced when
it is viewed as a set of comprehensive, developmental services coordinated
under the leadership and supervision of career/I'focationalcounselors, gui-
dance and human resource specialists, *eachers, or other resource personnel
who assist individuals in educational, career/vocational, personal, and
social development.

lik
Our overall goal in educat on i to provide educational experiences

that help learners acquire liyi g, 1 ning or working skills for living
productive and personally satisfying lives. Through these skills, we
facilitate the continuation of ipcij.viduals, career development - -a major part
of total human development. Being employed or placed after college prepara-
tion in a career or occupation that provides satisfactory economic benefits
i.:. (ILsirtd by most individuals in our society. Assisting our students in
placement is part of the career planning process.

A l.

As vocational educators, you want to contribute in meaningfulways to
maximizing the educational experiences of students in'rocational programs.
You want this experience to result in the student being, gainfully placed in
a position that builds on the learnings acqUire'd at your institution. You

Would be equal0 satisfied, 11, am sure, if the student makes satisfactory
entry into his or her next stage of educational development. An example
of this might be entrance into graduate.school. In order to have this kind
of impact, we need to have some understanding of the,characteristics'of those
students who matriculate in vocational.ecrucation in you institutioneven
those in your particular curricula offerings.

Most of you here who represent historically Black colleges, ,Llaz4 a good
information base from which to try to understand the minority college stu-
dents who matriculate at institutions such as yours.- In many. instances, our
environmental experiences have been quite similar to those: of the minority
college student. We are of the same basic ethnic origin, we probably
completed at least our undergraduate work at a historically Black land-grant
college,and we might have settled on our career in vocational education as
a 'result of our experiences at this college.

4

Vhe help or "counseling" that we rucelved was probably done on an
informal basis. Some of it was very satisfactory someof it was not. There

was no formalized service available to us. Altb8n h some of us completed
our vocational education rrepan4tion in vocational education programs, many

'
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of us might have brought into these programs (and, in some instances,, carried "
out). some negative, distorted views about opportunities in vocationareduca-
tion in our'area of preparation and employment. These same views are very

much embedded in the attitudinal structure of many minorities (particularly
4

Black youth) we now teach. We, therefore, must'lanticipate such attitudes

in our students and design programs and experiences to offset this"problem
whenever we can. A a

These young people are. influenced, as were some of us, by their parents
and key individuals, who often placed vocational education at a low priority 4

of 4,..ecupational status. They also have the example of models they see
around them in gainful emploment 'in voeatiodhl education. Thus the voca-

tional perceptions held by many of the Black youth we teach are often very
narrow. Frequently, they link employment in vocations with "dirty" and
menial work that contains little psychological satisfaction. In addition,

some professionals in vocational education (not to mention those in other
fields), still unconsciously play down the attributes of vocational educa-
tion. Such attitudes can discourage our students' pursuit of new and emerg-
ing careers that have a high relationship to our vocational education programs.
-Our behavior will reflect much about our enthusiasm regarding our field of

endeavor.

It is up-t,a,s, then, to dispel, some of these mi.sconceptipns. But

first te must dispel these myths we hold ourselves, and begin to behave as
if the profession that we have entered is as importanti/as any other. We

must foster the idea that vocational education is integral and critical to
all other education.

To me, the ve'ry fact that we are in vocational education professions
means that we have found something meaningful in terms of our life's work,
despite the lack of planned counseling efforts. We found our niche and made

our decisions with next toNno assistance. Some of us learned about the

opportunities (or the lack of them) in our area after we entered and tried
to progress into the world of work.

Judging from the rate of change that occurs in social institutions, my
guess is that career planning and counseling services have not changed suffi-
cientlyto meet the needs of minority students in our Black. colleges. These

services must change so that students can explore and make decisions about
, , their vocational pursuits with appropriate information and counseling.

Many of our young people see very little if any relationship-between
their college experience in vocrational education and their role in the world

of woi*. Many of us, in fact,, went into some phase of education because we
admired model or key individuals in our lives who were seemingly successful
(success equated with income) and satisfied as teachers. tt this time, -

teaching was one of the few professional areas where minorities (mainly Blacks)
could look forward to a position after completing their first or even second
or third degrees.

After years of taking mustic and thinking that I would pursue something

in that area, my mother encouraged me to enter thevocatio4a1 education field.
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In this field, she advised, I could be assured of gainful employMent as a
teacher. She herself was very pl-oud to be a teacher with a broad liberal
arts background. Furthermore, her position as a teacher, (even with its
meager pay), tided our family through the depression years.

As you can see, one of the reasons that a college education was very
important to her was because it provided the avenue to gainful employment
on completing the first degree. To her, an education made the difference
in whether you could be financially independent. Although I must admit that
I internalized many of her values, I still'entered college largely "on faith."

Today, teaching jobs for Black Americans and many other minorities are
becoming more scarce by the minute. This scarcity has been brought about
b\ a decline in school enrollment at all levels, school integration, keener
competition for all teaching positions, and the increasing emphasis placed
on the student's performance on the-National Teachers Examinatibn as a
prerequisite for certification. Because of these factors, we have an obli-
gation to help Black students,and other minorities learn about difffrent
options and the relationship of- such options to vocational education and
career plans.

You owe it to yourselves and to those you serve to have a clear ptctu e
of-today's students' characteristics. How do students who attend the uni-
versity view the college experience? How do they relate phis experience to
their career and life plans? What axe their expectations from college life?
What are their aspirations? What do they know about the educational path
that they plan to follow? Are the students who enter vocational education
programs and in other related fields different from the general university
population' What experiences do they bring to the college? What influenced
tm.ir pir-uit of a c.ireer in vocational education? The questions are endless.

Somt of this information-collected prior to the student's entrance
into school. the process is continued for some students on an ongoing
basi,, while they are in 'attendance at university. In many universities,
you are now blessed with computer systems that can store much ofthe-4-nlor-
mation oy, need about students in vocational education and within certain
vocational education programs. But it is not enough to have.appropriate infor-
matiOn stored. It needs to be organized and reported so that you, students,
and others who need the informaLiOn Can understand it and use it. It is hoped
that you will have an opportunity to store the kind of information which
will lend a general knowledge about the students who enter, complete, or

your programs, and the institutions where they go after they leave.

The mission and'goalS of the university must be clearly 'understood in
terms of the impact* contribution that the educational experience will
make on students who matriculate at the college. Examine this educational
experience in light of both general education, and specific vocational edu-
cation training. Each of you is a key pers'op in shaping the career devel-
opmer.t accomplishments of students whe, attend your institutions. As the
administrator, professor,'ox advisor of these programs you beccime diropgly
involved in enhancing or impeding a\,,tudent',-, career vocational development.,
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Educators must convey to their students their own personal hopes, desires,
and expectations for the vocational education expezkence, or ford services

provided by the university. Educators also need to now the relationship

of those experiences or services to, the student's next steps at the univer-
sity, to the world of work, and to 'he world of living. But the transfer

benefits that students will derive from the course or program experience must

first be clear in the-mind of the educator. Procedures must be devised to

convey this information in a meaningful fashion, to students, colleagues,

and others. Only through such efforts will students understand (and it is
the educator's responsibility to help the student,in this undefstanding) the.
relationship of vocational education to their.etal education endeavor. "'

The educator also needs to, be aware of career, vocational, and job
popportunities for students who ursue the various vocational education pro-

grams. You should know, for example that according to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, service and. white collar jobs will be the area for increas-

ing employment between now anal the nineties. In addition, you need to have

information on the number of persons presently employed in occupations related
to .various vocational education programs, along with the future job demand

for individuals in such areas.

Then you need to have a feel for the influence that technology will
have on the demand for individuals in various vocational education programs,
and hov.the growth rate of such industries and businesses relates to the
preparation that students are receiving in your institution.

gk
ce

i
Educators need to share information on specif1.0:ojob growth prospects

as they compare with the national growth prospect for all occupations. Some

of the fastest growing jobs, for example, are (1) bank clerks, (2)4ank
officers, (3) financial managers, (4) computer service technicians, (5) health

services administrators, (6) homemakers and home health aides, (7) licensed
practical nurses, (8) industrial machinery repair persons, and (9) teacher

aides. Jobs with the most openings include (1) secretaries and stenographers,
(2) retail sale workers,/ (3) building custodians, and (4) accountants.,

Engineering is also an area where employment is expected to grow slightly

faster than average. In the life sciences, biochemists will be in great

demand'. Conservation occupations such As foresteis, range managers, and
soil conservationists, will likewise be a fast growing area. I canalso
add mining engineers, petroleum engineers, life scientists and statisticians,
science technicians, therapy and rehabilitation occupations, architects,
display workers, floral designers, and landscape architects.

In essence I am suggesttg that you, as an educator/counselor, should
provide appropriate career, job< and marketplace information as part of your
obligation to the students you serve is your institution.

The kind of information I just allude to is available all around us.

Some of it is published by the U.S. Bureau o Labor Statistics in the Occu-

pational Outlook Handbook, and in quarterlies published by both theeBureau

and the U.S. Government Printing Office. The information is also available
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in state career occupational information systems, in many school counselors'
offices, in public libraries, and in career centers on college campuses. I

am Ake that many of yOu are already aware of this information.

When your university has a fairly comprehensive career development or
human resource center,_much of the career planning in counseling and place-
ment activities can be coordinated through this center. You, then, can
facilitate the necessary linkages to vocational education and other specific
fields of endeavor to benefit those students who are choosing, or might
choose, to enter vocational education programs.

Now, for another specific suggestion on increasing the capability of
vocational educators to provide vocational counseling to minority students:
set up a career planning task force. This group could consist of students
and faculty members, as well as, key individuals from the community, business,
and industry. The charge of the task force .might be to identify tie priori-
ties that should be considered to increase the capabilities of. vocational
educators to provide counseling for students in vocational education programs.
Some suggested priorities,for consideration of this task force include the
following:

--Clarification of the mis'Sion and objectives of vocational education
programs as these rebate both to the mission of the university, and
to the career development and placement of students who matriculate
within it.

--Clarification of the characteristics of students whO enroll at the
university, and who select vocational education programs for majors
or minors.

-- Determination, of the studdhtservices or career resources available
for assisting students, and faculty with career planning. These
would include listing the services or.resources, a description of
each service or resource, and a specific contact Berson. A directory
of these services and resources could be developed for dissemination
among vocational education staff and students.

--FOrmulation of a staff development inservice activity plan designed
to assist vocational edyication staff in (1) improving their helping
skills (counseling, advising, and/or consulting) in assisting students
wIth'career planning, (2) becoming more aware of the career and
related information available, and (3) personalizing the infOrmation
for working with students.

--Development'of a plan for storing pertinent information for staff
and students if nozplace is available on campus.

"Preparation of a brochure that will Inform staff, students, and the
public about career development planning-and counseling in vocational
education.



\

(
7-Formulation pf a plan for selecting and training per counselors to

assist students who pursue careers in vocational education.

--Conducting a search through ERIC and other information systems to
identify studies, articles, projects, and so forth that relate to
task force concerns.

identification of proposed and existing legislation that supports
the improvement of vocational educators' abilities to counsel minority
students in vac tional education,

-Participation in'the National Association for the AdvancAlenx of
Black Americans in Vocational Education (NABAVE), an organization
whose goals and objectives parallel those of this conferente. \

-The provision of orientation sessions for all vocational education
students, and those who enter related programs, on career opportunities.

--The Weitification of community resources that can assist you in
counseling your students. These should include business, indutry,
and other resouces at federal and region[- offices, the state depart-
ment, professional associations, community organizatf, and so on.

--The identification of compuier-based career information and counseling
systems available to you within the' university, and in the local
community.

7-The preparation of appropriate information packages for, use by staff
and students at your university. Involve students and other persons
froM the campus and community to assemble these packages.

- -The preparation of a plan for activities designed to attract women
into nontraditional vocational education programs, and to assist
those who h ve already entered such areas.

--The .incl ion of modules or c omponents that give particular focus to
sex equiMissues 'in staff development and inservice activities.

_.--The initiation of longitudinal, cross-cultual studietthat can shed

light on both the career development process and the development of
career patterns for single and multiethnic groin's.

-The formulation and execution of your personal career development plan
which should include learning more about the career-related possi-
bilities in various vocational education areas. You should also
sharpen your interpesonal skills in areas such as (1) listening,
observing; and understanding those who you counsel or advise, (2) com-
municating your understanding, and (3) personalizing relevant career
information for the students you advise.
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-The planning and conducting of small group sessions designed to help
your students personalize their vocational education experience and
acquire pertinent information that they can draw on in making career
decisions. Some 'of these sessions could focus on skill development
in career planning. Also, students will be able,to clarify the needs
and expectationa of their educational experience in such sessions.

-The planning and conduc ting of career planning experiences that, can
be used for college credit. These activities might focus on (1) stu-
dent reasons for being at the university, (2) student expectations,
(3) decision-making protes,ses, (4) preparing career plans, () learn-
ing about careers that are related to various vocational education
programs, and () acquiring, skill in locating information.

' 4 ,, `6

-The development of a plan for improving the articulation of career
planning services from high school and community to college and the
work world.

-Forpulating and conducting, an internship program that provides stu-
dents with the opp rtunity to have Some pr service experience in
work areas related to vocational educati These internships should
include both.on an off-campus settings.

In conclusion if you are able to implement some of, these strategies on
your campuses, you will be serving as the daAlyst for kmproving the coun-
seling capabilities of vocational educators. Students will see more relevance
in their vocational education experience. They will show moreenthuslasm
about their education, and from their enthusiasm, others will become excited
about vocational programs. You will be-helping students find their niche
in the world of work, ,and thus they will be better able to make a meaningful
contribukion to their chosen careers.

I firmly believe that the career planning concept, incorporated into
vocational counseling'and placement service's, can give Life to vocational
education programs far minorities across the nation.

Reference: Powell, Rabdall C., and Donald K. Kirts. Career Service Today:
A Dynamic College Profession. Bethlehem, PA: The/College

Placement Counci '., Inc,, 1980.
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DESIGNING STRATEGIES TO.lyCLUDE BLACK INSTITUTIONS
WITHIN "THE FRAMEWORK OF EMERGING OCCUPATIONS

qir by

Dr. Grady Tay or

Dean, School of ucation
Tuskegee Institute.

t

Before we begin, the conference planning committed is to be mmended
f focusing attention on the need for predominantly Black institu ons

to assess their utilization, of resources, and to devise new methods fo
securing additional resources and expertise in the general area of
vocational education. I am delighted to represent, the predominantly Black
institutions in this regard.

I have interpreted my assignment for today as that of providing
background on trends, issues,,projections, and stiategieS for predominantly
Black institutions.

The Black institution is still the major source trained Black
professionals at the baccalaureate and master's degree levels. Through
these institutions, we provide assistance and opportunities for students
with varying backgrounds tp pursue compet ncies and occupations that
otherwise would be d ed them. With so 14ttle of our local, state, and
national resourc at eir disposal,* ck institutions have an enviable
record of accom hmenes. But the lldnge ahead of &s is expanding
at an alarming rate.

.. /p
.

When asked to make this presentation, I accepted enthusfastically
several reasons. Paramount. among them was my:deep interest in'and
&.uriosity abiut institituions that are providing the leadership and
environment for growth:

At no time in our history have Black institutions ,en faced with a
greater need for change and adjustment in their approach to the emergiyA
occupational needs of their clientele as in the eighties. During the 1as't

few years, I have become fascinated by the tremendous volume of written
and spoken words concerning the-changing occupations in our society. Here
are titles of a few of the articles appearing in magazines, newspaperg, and

1.5tpeechespresented at various--denfTrences and professional meetings during

this period: Vocational Education, A Key to Revitalizing the American
Economy, "Access of Black EducationHow Open Is the Door ? ", "The Role of
Education in Improving the Quality-of Life in the Community", "Vocational
Resources", "Teacher Education: Past, Present, and Future", "The Stating of

Schooling and Teacher Education and Needed Reforms", "Can lack Neighborhoods
Survive?", and "The University Roles in Inservice Educ ion Planning for

Change".

Such introspection and questioning has been very healthy. It indicates

that predominantly Black institituions are wen...aware of the tremendous.

technological - sociological revolution, and see the deed for adjusting to

this unparalleled change,
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Let us us look for a moment at what Ha§ Ileppened in recent years to .

bring, n these perplexing circumstaq6s.4. We might ask ourselves the most
'basic estion of all: why are there still over 100 predominan y

v
Black stitutions today? What motivates the continued exis nce?

*cause lack colleges work'with the sol-%11ed."disadvaritaged," there are
4unique roles for these institutions. 5omehow. I believe that thes
.institutions also face uniTA problems and'opportunities.

NY observations indicate theat you'a!l well aware of the tremen s

technological and sociological changes aro4nd us. get L am of sure that
you vire 'aware of the impact that these changes will have on pr dominantly

Black institutions.

An often,.misinterpreted fact deals not only with the re`5J y of
education, but' also with the. status and quality of vocational education.
A'great number of people, institutions, local; state, and federal agencies
equate diminishing vocational-programs at predominantly Black institutions
with a loging cause. I find it necessary, therefore, to make,clear .the

fact that predominantly Black institutions still have tremendous,poteptial
for improving the quality ,o4 vocational education.

Tile concerned educator realizes that during the last twenty-fiver/or

L
hirty.yed"miNincreased emphasis has been placed upon the role of post-
condary education in vocational education. flii§ realization has led

to the'development and implementations of innovative prbgrams and to
.

increased programming efforts at technical, junior,,, and communtty colleges.

In addition, there has ,been.an increased emphasis on the leadership role
of some of our major udiversities'. The primary achievement of their
programs has been the increased accessibility of postsecondary education
tormasses of people. However, there are still many people who have Veen
left out of the opportunity for technical training end leadership positions-4

It is,in this situation that Black institutions can expand their
influence. First, they most accept the concept that.their traditional
furiction of truiiing BlacU cannot be better achieved by any other group
of institutions; provided the following considerations are applied:

1. fRecognition of the need for vocational educatioVn at a
of higher learnfng.

itutions

..,

2. Research by Black institutionz-o.haCTWIII help them un tand the

objectives of vocational ediWel;p-,-44"suggest const ive ways

in whi to respond to Oblecthe'i. _,This-researc should

involv the cooperati n of other"agencieg and institutiori?°- Irk

3: Realizatlon,that a strong institutional commitment is mandatory
fpr a vocational progCam to survive.

4. Awareness that vocational programs should be integrated into the

cloloing institutional program in ways that enhance both the program

pa the institution, The three ways in which such,integration,is
importAnt are --

/In
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a. r ecognizing the relevance of program objectives to.the
institutions's missioh,

!!

b. balancing integration, and

c. promoting autonomy and administratitt arrangements.
u.

ti

5. Creation of a feasible financial structure.
co,

6. SecuriliOnd maintaining an efficient and dedicated staff. ,

Each institution will have to address these issues in a way Qonsis4tent
with the history and character of the institution or in the new dimension
it ,chooses to pursue.

At the time vocational education was created, we might say thit its
, Mission was to provide.an educational program which contributes bot to

th# deyelopment of our nation's work force and to the solution of some of the
important economic, educational, and social problems confronting our-society.
At this time, of cese, vocational education was concerned primarily
Blacks at the postsecondary level'and I believe that educators will agree:
the original objectives for vocational education have been fulfilled in
an admirable fashion. Today, however, because of various financial,
political, educational. and commital reasons, the program has declined in
both quality,and quantity at many of our Black institutions.

Institutions such as ours at Tuskegee that wish to move their
vocational programs toward the fulfillment of occupational needs must do
so in the context of the Very'Teasons that have caused such programs to
decline. Yet-they must accomplish this move with the cooperatip, respect,
and understanding of other institutions and agencies., Thus, institutions
need to work stn two dimensions at the same time. On the one hand, they
need todconC'entraee on the specify development of their an institution.
But whens,a *holekme concern for one's own institution and for other
institutions is aggressively purled and kept in balance, quality vocational

4.programs can emerge. The emergence oc such programs is dependent, upon
how an institution manages human,, and professional resources,
and hbw it structures group relationships and actions.

In paraphrasing a statement by Dr. MUtller on quality communities,
I emphasize to you that quality institutions cannot be built .or developed
by prOxy.. Neither can vocational programA. Both efforts mus involve not
only institutional personnel, but also local, state, and fede al, citizens
in their planning and execution. And, as we have,theafdlity to achieve
'action onthe basis of individual institutions' decisions, we need to develop
a capacity to achieve action on the basis of collectiveliecis dns. Quality .

vocational programs are not.the result of accidents. ,,They _are developed
'according to plans and definite design, The' particular design is not
necessarily important. What is ihOortAt is, that --

. 1. there .is a degign, .

2. the'design is within the school's mission capability, including
' areas such as personnel, facilities, clientele, and financial
resources,

4
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3. ,the design,is flexible so that it can be adjusted to the present
generation.

The implementatio6 of this prescribed plan requires a genuine effort
to positively influence the attitudes of educators at every level. More

importantly, the implementation of this plan demands our own commitment:
a concept that has'been sadly de-emphasized:

s If we are,..to face the challenge of our future honestly each o f us must

ask what we can do to implement strategies that include Black institutions
within the framework of emerging occupations. Before progress is possible,
we must each develop a spirit of change and a dedication to improving
occupatIonallin.formation within the predominantly Black institutions.

This does not imply throwing out the past and changing merely for the
sake of change. /t does Mean the development of a wialingness to look

at ourselves and at our institutions. We must examine how well they are
meeting the problems of todAY honestly, and seek solutions fok those /\

problems that might prevent a panty vocational program.
. I

Obviously, modern society is'so complicated and intricate that Q0 one
' person or organization card deal with all phases of it. cAlmost no problem
in vocational education today is so simple that it concerns only one
institution or organization. In this light, a major way to reinforce the
relevance of vocational education to the total educational program is to
bring together selected individuals suc as ourselves, whose composite
"know-how" covers all essential phases of vocational education programs.
Working together, we may find solutions to the problems of vocational
education so that we can provide Ohle. opportunities for enuring emerging
occupations.

In view of the many specific concerns for Black institutions, research
conducted by other sources for enhancing programs of vocational education
may often seem obscure. To'a large extent, this obscurity may be a
by-product of the rate of charge in o technological society. Under such

conditions, the search for a means o participation as to be a continuing

process. With respect to basic vac tional policy, ed cation should develop"
true faces and disseminate them--leaving the task of c oosing a solution

to the institutional leaders, government officials, leg lators, and

electorate. Education, then, is mandated to eliminate the obscurities in
vocational education, and to establish its growing relevance to techndlogical

changes. thu5 educators at every level have a respqnsibility--a,great
responsibility--not only to search for the strategies, but also to disseminate

these, when they.are known.

, $6,
Concerning the role of education in 'our changing society, John H. Davis

states: "The task confronting educationris not just one of trying to meet

the educational needs which exist today. Rather, it is one of\d'dveloping

an educ'ati nal program which itself is geared to change--one which will
A not only et the, needs of today, but also of tomorrow, hext year and ten,

twenty, an even fifty years from 'now."

"Education, along'with the home, schools, and other' institutions' must
assume a heavy, responsibility with respect to the use to which new

A
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~'be different, but in many respects will be unpredictable."

discoveries and techniques will be put .

Jo

"The responsibilities of educational institutions are further increased
by the fact the improvements in the educational system must take place
"on the march." There is no such` thing as stopping the motors of society
until alterations can be made. changes must take place while society is
in motion. Also, the fact that we areforced to adapt our educational
programs to a future which is different from the last means' that we can
never fully rely'upon past experiences as our total guide. We constantly

must be projecting our plans to make them fit a future which not only will

r

a

While we may under-s-i-Ad such concepts of4change as they relate to
progress, each of us has some fear of change. Even as we consider the
creation of more viable programs in vocational education, we suspect that
some educators are concerned about What such improved programs will do to
their status, their school, their family, their community, and the rest
of their society.

,CerAinly, we must admit our own weaknesses, our own fear of change,
our own tendency.to build an institutional fixity. .We must reject such
defeatisms as we accept the challenge to design and implement strategies
that will prepare leaders to train young people for the new amilemerging.
occupations. ,v

6
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Mr. Rayford L. Harris, President
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Petersburg, Virginia
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Dr. A. E. Lockert, Jr., Vice President
South Carolina State,Colle4e
Orangeburg, South Carolina
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The National tenter for Research in
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The Ohio State University
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Dr. Gearldean Johnson
Tennessee State University

.Nashville, Tennessee'

Dr. Charles W. Pinckney
North Carolina A & T State University
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Appendix It

REACTIONS' AN!) RECOMMENDATIONS

Participants were asked to provide recommendations for implementing .

the information contained in each presentation at their own institutions.
The following pages are a compilation of these recommendations.

Funding/Grantsmanship/Research

Share infoimation and ideas foriropo:1 writing with TSU's vocational
council.

Contact at least two resources listed.

Write at least one propliselbasedon Gyuro's recommendations.

Havt some expert(s) outline the steps for RFP. Maybe a guide can be
developed.

Based upon the presentations, especially dealing with source and categories
of funding, I believdthat ad Black institutions,,we should form'an alliance
for, vocational education at Black colleges and universities. We should
then develop a proposal and request.funding through "Programs of National
Significance."

The alliance of historical Black calleggs and universities should employ
any means available in an'effort to see'to it that Black colleges with
vocational teacher training programs are receiving a'fair share of the
151percent of state funds for teacher training,

A

The lecture approach to proposal preparation is overplayed. A hands-on,
product approach i,mbre 'appropriate at this Level for this group. At
some point, you should take the theoretical approach and directly apply
it to an actual or contrived proliosal;, the end product should be a pro?;::1

-- ',to actually )e submitted, or to serve as a model for participants to ta
back to their institutions.

Plan a,workshop lasting approximately three days.-tQ iThich you invite aboilt
twenty individuals from different Black colleges. These individuals should
be selected based upod either' (1) an RFP that can actually be submitted
as a consortium, (2) an idea for unsolitited submission, or (3) (least
acceptable) a contrived RFP. Break the group into subgroupg of six to
eight persons, each group working with a different RFP. Over a three-day
period, the group should. work with an experienced proposal writer and
progress step-by-step from the geners.tion of the ideato the actual writing
and typing of the proposal fOr submission, Depending upon the suggestions
of the entire group, it would then be submitted where appropriate:

4'

Apply for a consortium grant on a multiyear baisis--7.five years'is recommended.

Obtdin some of the state set-aside money for the state's contribution to
the consortium.



es

Funding/Grantsmanship/Research Cont'd.

We need to yet state support from guidance counselori, state directors of
vocational education, research units, and so forth to get local support for
.our efforts.

i
We need to very explicitly defi e major goals and objectives for the con
sortinm and set up a timetable fdri action in obtaining funds.

An immediate need is to obtain some preliminary funding for project planning
and proposal writing. Can we go to NIE foriplis?

More specifically, the guide and accompanying materials included in our
packet of materials will be reviewed with the fiCulty anteplicated for
their use. Each floblty member will be required to review the materials,
and, within a designated period of tie, provide evidence that they have
selected'a particular projecLito develop and have contacted the appropriate
funding source for specific proposal guidelines. In addition, the office
of college devLopment will be asked to provide assistance with th6 actual
writing aftd submission of required documents to the appropriate agency.

We propose that a project be undertaken to provide funds for the following:
a. Student Airuitment
b. Scholarships in vocational education
c. Couhselor reorientation
d. Staff. development
e. Irdproved articulation tween four- and two-year institutions,

Work with persons who have high expertise'in proposal writing--many have
written books on the subject: Marvin Labes/Lou'Monacell "How ts,write
Priie Winning Proposals."

Instead of spending hours and hours learning howto,timploy e4perts.
fs

At my institution because of funding rest'rictions, this information will
enable us to secure external money to improve the,quality of programs-in
vocational education, and industrial arts and technology.

p
.Need a list of federal priorities in higher education.

The division'of voca,tional education should secure fr9m the U.S. Department
of Education data relative to funding /grantsmanship/research- -the criteria
and guidelines.

100 Organize and establish work committees for each of the following areas:
funding/gransEmanship/research., securing RFPs, and submitting proposals.
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Personite? Developme nt /

Our insti'1Futions should take advantage of the fine resource materials
available cif the National Center.

I use the PBTE modules developed at the National Cent6r. In addition, I

use other cokpetency-ba'sed materials. --

Some need to define and list competencies for teacher educators in voca-
tionalmqodules, and so on. Send to teacher education institutions.

Development in such areas such as: updating rofessional preparation,
.obtaining or securing funds for. study leave- rograms, and workshops and
internal proirams in,arder to aid in 'aculty development.

ti

Too muLh emphasis on overview. Need to get into independent teaching and
development. of skills in use of the material. CBE is suited especially
to this technique.

Use of National Center workshops for teacher inservice.

Development of materials for use with students and student teacheri.

The consortium could develop materials for common usage at all member insti-
tutions and publish these over time.

The consortium could designate one of its members to be host in sponsoring
a workshop for counselors, administrators, or state education department
people.

(/

An in,,titutionaldirLctryof.consortiu4 members and their faculty could be
published, and exchange visits could be promoted.

I have beed fortunate to have beeb able to pui-chase the entire set of
competency-based,ceacher eqeation modules during the 1979-80.academic year.
I am using them extensive0, have been getting excellent resmonses from
t4e students in terms of their attitudes toward them, and am looking forward
to utilizing future modules.

I will share this information with the chairpersons of the business education
and industrial arts departments.

O Since technology change requires that vocational teacherstay curr
wish to recommend that projects be promoted to provide the followin
(1) stipends for teachers to pursue' master's and doctorate Agrees, travel

money for_teachers to attend profession.4l meetings and workshops, afid (3) funds
to conduct inservice workshops and seminars.

Establish a close relationship with businss and industry--tp maintain an
, ongoing, insOrvice component as an integral part of the program.

'to

Di velo0 inc

attractive.
Ives that will make the transfer'from industry to education

0
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Personnel Development Cont'd.

Additiontgf presented materials to the ongoing development program.

0 In preservice teache education programs, upgrade and revise 'course content .
e and units of instruction in profesisonal courses, such as methods: philoso-

phical and psychological.
AP

-Upgrade the teacher education programs ill the graduate school. Conduct
workshops, conferences, and seminars on vocational education personnel
development.

A

Secure EPDA grants for vocational education personneldevelopmeilt. Secure
human and material resources from local, state, and federal level.

1Wnduct youth and p'roftssional organizations, leadership conferences annually.

Dissemination of Information

Explore the possibility of obtaining a computer terminal!' at our institution.

Utilize the National Center forRese4reh in Vocatiodal Education for infor-
mation and support services. 4.

...1.0
dt s.

Share information booklets distributed throughaut the presentation with
e. ..other members of the faculty.

Use the ERIC services and help students use the service. f

Recruitment/Admission/Remediation/Retention

Recruitment would be the mission (goal) of each department. Therefore, the .

available resources will be utilized 'to, the fullest possible extent. There
could be an alignment of efforts to help eliminate duplication.

Accept the fact that there is still a Feed for Black colleges.

Utilize the background information as resources in discussing recruitment,
iadmission, and so on in working with coworkers.

Utilize internal forces in carrying out pxogramg.

Think about the recruitment of students in foreign co es in addition
to the United States.

Stress competency by both students and faculty.

Plan, and implement a recruitment program that will be designed to inform
parents, in particularof the college's mission and admiss ons policies.

)
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Reeruitment/Admission/Yemediation/Retention Cont'd.

Plan and implement a nontradit±v,nal recruitment program by tapping other
communityvsources, as mentioned by Dr. Moore during his phesentation.

Explore the possibility of obtaining thu s of, a recruitment firm
that would be instrumental in recruiting more internal( onal studerfts.

We are developing a new brochure f
career opportunities.

unity dissemination stressing

We are sponsoring in our department three student meetings perear where
students articulate their concerns concerning our programs.

We have developed a student team to assist in recruitment efforts

We encourage secondary vocational teachers to invite us into their class-,

,' rooms and to schedule field trips with us.

We have implemented the publichtion of-a department newsletter. We have
expanded VICA clubs in the District-of Columbia school system.

The 'roles of the Black colleges in recruitment should become a unified
effort. Maybe an approach can be used on a regional basis in a joint
responsibility.

I will share information gained with our faculty.

I will attempt to influence the alumni association to pressure the legis-
lature to change policies that negatively influence the university.

Develop strategies for getting special vocational education funds set aside
for new programs in the department of vocational education at the university.

Implement techniques in recruiting students, such as organizing recruiting
teams in each school district (parish school system).

Disseminate recruiting and admis:On materials to all teams annually.
)

,Develop strategies for the retention of students by the revision of'curri-
,

culum, offer programs on the basis of needs, and provide inforMation on
job placement.

Demand more from.faoklty members, administration, and students. Upgrade
requirements for students' admission.

Communication and Articulation

The level ak which the instructor meets the students appears to be more of
a viable position than at any other level.

Explore the possibility of setting up recruitment centers in several area
schools utilizing cnIlege faculty on, a rotating basis, and making this
activity-a part of that person's teacihing 'pad.

71
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Communication and Articulation Cont'd.

We are trying to resolve the problem of "open admissions" end quality educa- f.

tion by providing a "university college" where initial realtdiation'can be
provided. We providd "brown bag seminars" where students and faculty can
get together.

Should develop a data bank on the scope and contribut ns of Black colleges'
involvement in educating Black youth: a historical erspective on the
contributions Black colleges have made and Are presen making rega1rding
vocational education programs.

Conduct a joint conference with labor, industry, business, and other agencies
such as state and local governments.

Vocational Counseling.

The informal versus formal methods of counseling need not be in conflict
with one another. Here again, each segment of the structure will construct
mini counseling' components. Become aware of data depicting projected employ-
ment needs and hold group sessions within the commudity.

Deverop a plan to implement career education concepts into major coursework.

Provide students with internship experiences prior to and including the
senior year.

pdate reference materials relating to emerging careers and job opportunities'
for the eighties.

o

Compile a student characteristic profillifor personalizing career counseling
sessions.

Dr. Hick's talk stimulated in me the idea that our institution needs to
better define and articulate our guidance services, which are dot presently
as adequate as they might be.

We need a cou4selor edqcation workshop to acquaint our own counselors with
our programs so they may counsel more effectively regarding program selection
and career choice.'

We need more effective counseling to increase the number of secondary students
entering technical and vocational areas.

Ware moving to increase the number of women in our programs...)

We plan to uttlizestudent talent in assisting us to devel6p and present
group counseling topics more than we have to date.

Set up workshops or inservice training to help "teachers become aware of
student needs.
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Vocational Counseling Cont'd.

Set up a career planning task group Ch clarify the mission and objectives
of the vocational education program.

Organize a vocational education task force to make an assessment of the
vocational programs and come up with recommendations for improvements.

Institutional Role and Scope

Use guidelines to identify and clarify the institutional role and scope.

The idea for a research center at the Black college is good.

Would .recommend that this group continue its effort to establish a research
center or a reqource center for fostering the "new" role of the Black
institutions relative to vocational education.

Part Of NAABAVE's efforts in the research area need to deal witlthe past
and future cOntributions of these institutions and tba,need forfiscal

. support.

The consortium should deal with a histuy of these accomplishments and
publish a comprehensive document regarding these unique American institutions.

The consortium should develop and implement, an international arm to deal
with other countries, particularly third world countries.

0
Utilize more community resources (human and material).

Become more involved in public relations efforts both on and off campus

More involvement throughout the eLcational-community---continiting councils
to evaluate needs which exit. Also, a component which will work toward
future needs.

Conduct joint planning conferences with labor, industry, and the university
for developing vocational programs based n occupational needs.
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Appendix C

WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS,

Improving Vocational Education:Programs in
Historically and Predominately Black Colleges and Universities

Dr. Alfred L. Cooke
Consultant
Department of Education
1100 17th Street, N.W.
Suite 706
Washington, DC 20036

Dr. Homer Copeland, Jr.
Instructor/Dept. Chairperson

'Wayne County Community College
_21000 Northline Road
Taylor, MI 48180

Dr. Jam Davis
Southern'Uniyersity
Shreveport-Bossior City Campus

-3050 Cooper Road
Shreveport, LA 71107,

Dr. Ernest L. Fields
Research Coordinator
City of Columbus Community Services
1359 Sunbury Road
Columbus, OH 43219

Dr. -Rayford L. Harris
Associate Professor
Virginia Stag University
Box 33

Petersburg, VA 23803

Dr. Edward M. Harrison
Head; Ind. Arts/Technslogy
Grambling State UnivenVity
P.O. Box 869
Grambling, LA 71246

Dr.,Gearldean Johnson
Chairperson of the Vocational-

,- ,Counsel
.Tennessee State University
3500 Centennial Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37203
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Dr. Joe King
Head, Tech. and Management
Jackson State University
1440 J.' R. Lynch Street
Jackson, MS 39217

,

Dr. A. E. Lockert, Jr.

Dean, School of Ind. Ed. and Engr. Tech.
South Carolina State College
2075 State College
Orangeburg, SC 29117

Dr. Santo P. Marzullo

Chairperson, Tech. Teacher Training
University of the District of
Columbia

4200 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, DC 20008

Df. Charles W. Pinckney
Director

Division of In d. Ed. & Tech.
North Carolina A &.T State University
Greensboro

f,
,NC 27411

Dr. Lloyd J. Porchia .

Chairperson, Div. of Tech. Ed,
Mississippi Valley State University
P.O. Box 930
Itta B4ena, MS. 38941

Dr. bonald Stewart
Central State University
Wilberforce, OH ,45384

Dr. L. D. Virdure
Director

Division of Vocational Education
Southern University
Box 9407,
Baton Rouge, LA 70813

Dr, Jean Wilson
Chairperson

Department of Home Economics
CheyneY State College _

Cheyney, PA 193/79
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Appendix D

-. CONSULTANTS AT NATIONAL WORKSHOP ,

t

. linproving Vocational Education Programs
Historically and Predominately Black Colleges and

.

,

,

U, StevendyUro

.

Associale Director

PTogram ganagement
The National Cent.erfor4Research

in Vocational Education

br. Frank Hale ,

Vic'e Provost

Minority Affairs
One Ohio State University

Dr. Jim Hamilton
Senior Research Specialist
Development 0
The National Center fOr Research'

in Vocational Education

4k

...

Dr,Laurageth Wks
Director
Division of Vocational and
Adult Education

/

Dept. Of Education
:

Dr. Mary Lovell
Eaucat4n Program Specialist
U:S. Dept. of Educat,tol

:'ar. Joel Magisos.,

Associate Dir:eetor

1N,,41tformation andFle.ld Services .

he Natidhal Center'fbi Research

1
in'Vocati9nal'Education

4

in

Univer'sities
.

Dr. Robert Norton
Senior Resesarch Specialist
Personnel Development m
The National Cever for Research

in Vocational idueation

Di Donald Smith.
P ofessor of,EducaiiOn
Bernard. Baruch College
City Coll es of New York

Dr. Daniel Taylor
Assistant Se&retary,
yocaticibal and Adult Edification

U.S. Dept. of Education

(

Dr.-rady Taylor
Dean, School of EducatAgi
TUskegee.Institute .4,111

(

$'
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The Ohio State Unmertity
THE NATIONAL CENTER

ot Fa SEARCH IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

1960 Kenny Road
Colunpus, Ohio 43210

Phone 614-486.3655
Append ix E Cable CTVOCEDOSU/Coluonbus, Ohio

A NATIONAL WORKSHOP ."

ON .

IMPROVING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

September 9-12,
colUpb6s, Ohi3-

C:AGENDA

Tue6ciciy, Septemben.;9,-1780. .- "4
, 5:00 7:00 p.m.

6:00 - 7:00 p.m.

7:00 5.:00 p.m.

4

REGISTRATION /CHECK -IN

-----Stoutfer's UnIver-Sity Inn

GET'ACQUAINTED CASH BAR
Fireside Mom, Stouffer's

'OPENING SESSION

Buckeye Room, Stouffer's

Presiding:

-Dr. Ferman Mo ody, Azsociate Director
The National Center

GREETINGS
.,

--Dr. Chester Hansen,, Senior Associate
4 Pirector, The National Center

CI

a

I

INTRODUCTION OF SPEA,KEli,,

-Dr: Milliam Young, Directoi
White "House Initiative on Black

A Colleges and UnimesAtie's

'KEYNOTE ADOREA
o

.6

AZ

7-Dr. Dan Taylor, Assistant"Secretig
VoCational and Adult Education,4
'OS. Department of Educgfrop

l
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Wednesday, Septemben 1(4 19S0

co:

AY,

'

2

.*

8:15 a.m. Bus to Nationr Center - Assemble in
.Stouffer's Lobby

8:30 8:45'a.m.'

8:45 9:30 a tn.

4

9:30 10:15 a.m.

Coffee and Doughnuts - National Center

SECOND SESSION

,Presiding:

- -Dr. William Young, Director
White Hous'e Initiative onBlack
Colleges and Univers1ties

GRUTINGSERVATIONS

--Dr. Fre Hale, Vice Provost
Minority Affairs, The Ohio State
'University

OVERVIEW OF THE NATIONAL CENTEa

Ches,ter Hansen, Senior Associate '
Director

-Dr. Mark Newton, Director, The Natiohal
Acaaem for Vocational,Education

CONFERENCE AGENDA OVERV

pan Moody, ASsOciate Director

FUNDING/GRANTSMANSHIP/RESEARCH

-Dr. Mary Lovell:, Program Officer
U.S. Department of Education.

.

--Dr. Steven'Gyuro, ASsociate Director N

Program Management; 4The National Center

0115 10:30 a.m. Break.

10:30 12:00 noon

12:00 1:30 p.m.

a

FUNDING/GRANTSMANSHIP/RESEARCH Cont'd.

1

Lunch (Catered) The National Center

THIRDaSESSION

PreSiding:

)--Dr. Dessie Page ResearCh Specialist
The National Center

7 8



Wednesday, SeptembeJt 10, 1980 Ccitt'd:'
o

1:30-.1 3:00 p.m.' 'PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

3:00 - 3:15 p.m.

:15 4:30 p.p.

4:30 p.m.

. Evening

Tluasc4ay,. Septenbvi 11, 1980

8:00 a.m.

8:15 - 8:30 a.m.

8:30 10'00 am

I
10:00 - 10:15 a.m.

.10:15 J 11:30 a.m.

11.: 30 - 12:00 noNbon

,--Dr. Robert Norton, Research ,Specialist,
The National:" Center

--Dr. James Hamilton, Research Specialist,
TheNatiorial Center -

. 40014

Break

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION

--Dr. Joel Magisos, Associate Director
,

The National Center

Bus returns to Stouffer's.

Recreation/Relaxation

Bits to National Center Assemble -in
Stouffer's Lobby

411
Coffee and Doughnuts - National Center

FOURTH SESSION

Presiding:
a,

---Dr. AubreyLong, Research Specialist
The National Center

/1ECRUITMENT/ADMISSION/REMEDIATION/
RETENTION

- -Dr.: Donald Smith, Professor of Education
Bernard M. Baruch College
City University of New York

0 Break." tor

At,

COMMUNICATIONIANDLARTICULATION
1.6%.

--Dr. William Moore, Jr., t'rofe or of
EduNlional Administration, The Ohio
State University

INTRODUCTION' TO CONSORTIUM BOLDING
0

--Dr. Ferman Moo4Iy, Associate DirectQr

79
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4
Thunzday, Septembelt. 1

12:00 1:00 p.m.

1:00 lk:30 p.m.

1:30 -.3:00 p.m.1

3:00 3:15 p.m,

3:15 4;30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

Evening

Fkiday, SaptembeA 12, 198q

830 a\m.

It

8:45 9.:00 a.m.

9,:15 10:15 a.m.

10:15 10:30 a.m.

10:30 12:00 noon

12:PO p.m.

4

Cont'd.

LudIch (Catered) - The National Center

INTRODUCTION TO CONSORTIUM BUILDING Cont'd.

-Dr. Ferman ody, Associate Director

FIFTH SESSION

Preilding:

Dr. Dessie Page, Research Specialist

VOCATIONAL COUNSELING

- -Dr. Laurabeth Hicks, Program Director
BUreau of Adult Education
U.S. Office of Education $

Break

INSTITUTIONAL ROLE AND SCOPE

,--Dr. Grady Taylor, Dean, School'
Education, Tuskeegee Institute

Bus to Stouffer's

- Open'

Bus to'National,Center Assemble in
Stouff 's Lobby

Coffee and Doughnuts = National Center

SIXTH SESSION

Presiding:

- -Dr. Ferman Moody,' Associate Director

IMPLICATIONS' /APPLICATION

- Break

NEXT STEPS-PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

Adjourn

/

This conference is jointly sponsored by the National Center 's project
Improving Vocatidbal Education in Black Colleges and Universities St3"d\the
Na0.onal A ademy; with support from the4U.S. Department of
Education.
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